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NOTE FROM THE EDITORS

Addressing the future of human well-being and
security: A Special Issue for The Raffles Dialogue
2017
Joanne Yoong, Helena Legido Quigley & Tikki Pangestu
This special issue of the AJPA is a companion
to the Raffles Dialogue 2017, a forum which
brings global thought leaders together in
Singapore to discuss the future of human
well-being and security. As we approach this
year’s Raffles Dialogue, now more than ever,
assaults and demands from multiple
directions force us to reflect on a complex
range of inter-connected political, economic,
financial, social and environmental factors
and the policy responses or strategies that are most likely to help ensure continued
international cooperation and goodwill at the highest levels.
Three threats which we believe are of key importance may warrant more considered
discourse and debate.
First, global institutions are in flux and in need of reform while globalisation marches
on. From the global financial crisis in 2008, to the continuing impasse, and setbacks, on
climate change mitigation, to the leadership failure in dealing with the Ebola crisis, and
to the ongoing epidemic of chronic diseases, many are perceiving a failure of global
governance and asking ‘are global institutions up to the task?’, are they still ‘fit for
purpose’ to achieve the targets of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)? At the
same time, the raise of nationalism, international geopolitical tensions, internal
conflict, the refugee crisis, extremism and instability continue which span military,
security, social and economic dimensions. The hegemony of the west continues to be
challenged by the emerging powers, particularly China and Russia, with new players
such as the MIST countries emerging as important future actors (Mexico, Indonesia,
South Korea and Turkey) and other countries, such as Japan and Thailand, playing a
crucial role in global health diplomacy. A new round of trade wars appears to be
brewing with conflicting and overlapping initiatives being championed by vested
interests in different regions of the world. Multilateral institutions and governments
are busily engaged in implementing the SDGs after the Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs) ended in 2015. While the SDGs focuses on the laudable aim of ‘sustainable
development’, the key question is ‘can the current architecture of global institutions
deliver?’
1 Journal of Public Affairs | 2017
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Second, while technology also marches on relentlessly and impressively, core
philosophical and ethical questions about the generation and distribution of health
and well-being in society remain unanswered. As advances in biomedical technology
are allowing us to live longer than our parents and grandparents, existing concerns
about equity, ethics, fairness and waste persist, while new concerns emerge over
cybersecurity, confidentiality and paucity of data in both the developed and the
developing world.
Finally, our planet is at greater risk than ever. Extreme climate events resulting in
floods, droughts and other natural disasters continue to plague the world while
continued inaction stalls efforts and pledges to deal with the ill effects of climate
change. Despite strong evidence that by 2100 the global average temperature will
probably be more than 4°C above preindustrial levels, and the existence of a United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, the many climate change
conferences on this critical issue have so far failed to conclude a binding global treaty
to mitigate the effects of climate change. The recent US withdrawal from the Paris
Agreement on reducing CO2 emissions is likely to exacerbate the problem.
To mitigate these threats, first, we need to design new institutions, or revamp current
institutional arrangements, seek novel modes of financing, promote international
solidarity, and design people centred polices, with clear prioritization of objectives and
goals. Second, it is clear that multilateral institutions and multilateralism must work
hand-in-hand with nation states and respect the ideals of sovereignty and national
responsibility. Third, in all our future efforts we must acknowledge the value and
importance of local knowledge, culture, community and regional solidarity. Finally,
whilst global institutions are a complex system, with multiple interests, power
relationships and with a range of challenges for coordination and accountability, there
is a need to assure strong and renewed leadership while making sure we “do not leave
anyone behind”.
Reflecting on the role of Singapore, while Singapore is a small country that cannot be
considered an economic powerhouse in absolute terms, it has critical assets that allow
it to play a pivotal role in some areas. Building on its strong and high quality education
system, highly-ranked tertiary academic institutions and commitment to research, it
has also played an important leadership role in convening platforms for debating and
discussing important global and national issues. In this volume of the AJPA, we present
papers selected from young researchers’ submissions to the Raffles Dialogue that
reflect the key themes above.
Firstly, a qualitative study explores Asia Singapore's contribution in health globally
from the perspective of global health actors in Southeast Asia. Joel Koh, Matthew
Reinert, Fiona Chuah and their coauthors argue that Singapore’s role as a leader in
biomedical innovation has the potential to further develop for the benefit of the
region.
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In the second and third article in this volume, Muhammad Faizal Bin Abdul Rahman
and Kevin Wee analyse the regulatory and operational implications of emerging
threats to security for Singapore for public and private stakeholders. The former
evaluates policy considerations that arise from the increasingly vertical nature of the
city landscape, while the latter examines the impact of terrorism on business
continuity for the hotel industry.
The last two articles address the benefits and costs of new technology and the evolving
balance between promoting innovation and managing personal and societal risks.
Jennifer Yang Hui and Dymples Leong explore new challenges to privacy in an era of
“ubiquitous listening” devices, while James Guild reviews regulatory approaches to
new financial technologies that continue to maintain appropriate oversight while
enabling increases in access and inclusion.
It is our hope that these articles and the Raffles Dialogue more broadly, will contribute
to the much needed continuing discourse on the future of human well-being and
security, as well as our collective search for new policy solutions in the coming years.
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RESEARCH ARTICLE

Singapore’s Role and Contribution in Health
Globally: A Qualitative Study Exploring Perspectives
of Global Health Actors in Southeast Asia
Joel Jun Kai Koh1*, Matthew Godfrey Reinert1*, Fiona Leh Hoon Chuah1*, Joanne SuYin Yoong1, Francisco Cervero-Liceras1, Victoria Haldane1, Suan Ee Ong1, Kee Seng
Chia1, Helena Legido-Quigley1,2
ABSTRACT
In line with the recent adoption of the
Sustainable Development Goals, global health
has grown increasingly relevant in Southeast
Asia (SEA), with the proliferation of new
actors and growing interest in global health
issues. In SEA, Singapore has emerged as a
developed nation with the capabilities and
resources to be a powerful force of change for
Keywords: Singapore, role,
contribution, global health, Southeast
progress in global health. The aim of this
Asia
paper is to explore the perceptions of global
health actors in SEA on Singapore’s role and
Suggested Article Citation: Koh, Joel
contributions to the global health landscape.
Jun Kai et al. 2017. “Singapore’s Role
Twenty-five semi-structured interviews were
and Contribution in Health Globally: A
conducted with participants from the SEA
Qualitative Study Exploring
region with global health expertise and
Perspectives of Global Health Actors in
experience. Key-informants were recruited
Southeast Asia.” Asian Journal of Public
from a range of international and local health
Affairs 10(1): p. 3-26.
institutions across public and private sectors.
Thematic analysis was conducted to identify
http://dx.doi.org/10.18003/ajpa.20178
emergent themes. Findings suggest that
ISSN 1793-5342 (print); ISSN 2382Singapore is perceived as being successful in
6134 (online), © The Author 2017.
achieving the Millennium Development Goals
Published by Lee Kuan Yew School of
(MDGs), in its progress in healthcare and in its
Public Policy, National University of
ability to exercise good governance. Obstacles
Singapore
that hampered Singapore’s ability to do more
in global health were linked to its pragmatic
priorities focusing on domestic health. The findings suggest a myriad of ways in which
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Singapore can expand its role in health globally by leveraging the strength of its
academic institutions, good structures of governance, and influence in the region. Such
efforts are perceived to yield practical benefits in bolstering Singapore’s security,
economy and foreign relations, while enabling the state to contribute towards more
charitable goals in reducing the global burden of disease. Drawing on our findings and
supporting literature, a more comprehensive multidisciplinary research project
examining Singapore’s existing global health footprint in various sectors and its
potential to contribute more in global health could be beneficial.
INTRODUCTION
In September 2015, 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were adopted by
governments globally to continue expanding the work of the Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs). The SDGs listed a set of universal goals to be attained, including one
focusing on ensuring the health and well-being for all persons (UNDP 2017). The
implementation of the SDGs marks a propitious time to critically examine the extent to
which global health governance is grounded in the right to health, as well as the
readiness of our existing global health architecture and its various stakeholders to
work towards these goals (Van de Pas et al. 2017; Hoffman et al. 2015).
The fundamental way in which global health is conceived determines the
health problems to prioritize and the actors involved (Frenk et al. 2014). In a global
health landscape of ‘complex interdependence’, both state and non-state entities rely
on each other for effective governance to achieve universal goals (Frenk et al. 2014,
Lamy and Phua 2012). As underscored by the Lancet-University of Oslo Commission on
Global Governance for Health, global health governance demands the need to
consider forces and sectors beyond the global health system and their influences on
health (Ottersen et al. 2014). For instance, during the recent Ebola crisis, the
Independent Panel on Global Response to Ebola called for urgent reform of the
governance and stewardship structures in global health to clarify the roles and
responsibilities of all national, regional, and international actors spanning across the
public, private and not-for-profit sectors (Moon et al. 2015). In this regard, national
governments are duty-bound to ensure credible, efficient, and equitable decisionmaking and action for global health, as prioritizing the right to health over other
transnational activity is a global political responsibility (Ottersen et al. 2014).
In 2003, Southeast Asia (SEA) was faced with a potential Severe Acute
Respiratory System (SARS) epidemic, which highlighted the weakness of existing
regional health collaborations (Chongsuvivatwong et al. 2011). Several authors pointed
to the difficulty in engaging SEA in global health issues, due to the challenges in
balancing governance and sovereignty (Lamy and Phua 2012), and finding a common
approach to engage global health issues amid regional political diversity (Tan et al.
2012). This predicament is exacerbated due to health determinants such as migration
and food security, which have become more prominent in the region
(Chongsuvivatwong et al. 2011).
2 Journal of Public Affairs | 2017
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As a high-income country (World Bank 2017) with the highest Human
Development Index value in the region (UNDP 2016), Singapore is a key player both on
the global stage and within ASEAN. In the most recent Lancet report measuring healthrelated SDGs in 188 countries worldwide, Singapore was among the top scorers in
achieving its global health targets (Lim et al. 2016). In the 2015 Global Burden of
Disease Study, Singapore scored higher than other ASEAN countries on the Healthcare
Access and Quality Index (Barber et al. 2017). This is testament to the success of
Singapore’s healthcare system, and its potential to become a force of change for
progress as a global health hub. For this reason, Jahncke et al. (2010) sought to explore
the challenges and opportunities for Singapore in the field of global health. However,
to our knowledge, no studies have explored this further since.
Internationally, developed countries are beginning to recognize the importance
of mapping their footprint in health to strengthen their position as global leaders, as
shown by reports such as ‘The UK’s Contribution to Health Globally’ (Hasan et al. 2015).
Similarly, this paper aims to explore the perceptions of global health actors in SEA on
Singapore’s role and contributions to global health. The information generated from this
exploratory study will be useful for stakeholders in health and other sectors within
Singapore to establish further policy priorities in global health. This qualitative study also
builds upon the pioneering work of Jahncke et al. (2010) who reviewed the training,
funding, and resources of Singapore to produce a ‘roadmap’ of how Singapore could
engage with global health. The authors in their study assert that Singapore can benefit
from contributions in global health through the application of the five metaphors of
global health policy conceptualised by Stuckler and Mckee (2008), namely global health
as ‘security’, ‘investment’, ‘foreign policy’, ‘charity’, and ‘public health’. These metaphors
will therefore be used as analytical tools to address the aim of this study.
METHODS
Participants and Sampling
This study, carried out from January 2016 to April 2017, was part of a larger
study exploring the global health architecture in Asia. In this larger study, purposive
sampling was adopted to identify participants from a variety of sectors, countries and
institutions, all of whom were involved in global health. These participants were
identified from regional global health conferences or events that the researchers
attended and through the research team’s professional contacts. Additional
participants were then recruited through snowball sampling techniques, which
involved asking interviewees to nominate individuals whom they knew with knowledge
and experience relevant to the study. The final pool of 25 participants represented
various actors involved in global health, ranging from government ministries, UN
agencies, civil society organizations, global health donors, academia, and the private
sector. Participants were from Singapore, the Philippines, Cambodia, Myanmar, India
and Thailand, comprising consultants, senior-level managers, professors and
healthcare professionals. 20 individual semi-structured interviews and two natural
group discussions, of two and three individuals respectively, were conducted. Each
3
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interview
interviewlasted
lastedbetween
between6060toto9090minutes
minutesand
andwere
wereconducted
conductedface-to-face
face-to-faceororvia
via
Skype.
Skype.Participants’
Participants’characteristics
characteristicsare
arepresented
presentedininTable
Table1.1.Local
LocalNGOs
NGOsrefer
refertoto
entities
entitiesorganized
organizedatatthe
thelocal
localorornational
nationallevel
levelofofthe
theparticipant’s
participant’scountry.
country.Participants
Participants
whose
whosecountry
countryofoforigin
originwas
wasclassified
classifiedasasregional
regionalororglobal
globalare
arethose
thosethat
thathave
have
substantial
substantialexperiences
experiencesacross
acrossmultiple
multiplecountries
countriesininthe
theSEA
SEAregion
regionororglobally.
globally.
Table
Table1:1:Characteristics
Characteristicsofofstudy
studyparticipants
participants

Total
TotalNumber
NumberofofParticipants
Participants
Organization
OrganizationType
Type
UN
UN
Academia
Academia
Government
Government
Private
PrivateEnterprise
Enterprise
International
InternationalNGO
NGO
Local
LocalNGO
NGO
Regional
RegionalNGO
NGO
Public
PublicPrivate
PrivatePartnership
Partnership
Multilateral
MultilateralDonor
Donor
Countries
Countries
Myanmar
Myanmar
The
ThePhilippines
Philippines
Singapore
Singapore
Thailand
Thailand
Cambodia
Cambodia
India
India
Regional
Regional
Global
Global

N N= =2525
88
44
33
44
22
22
11
11
11
88
44
55
33
11
11
22
11

Ethical
EthicalApproval
Approval
Ethical
Ethicalapproval
approvalwas
wasobtained
obtainedfrom
fromthe
theNational
NationalUniversity
UniversityofofSingapore
Singapore
Institutional
Institutional Review
Review Board
Board (NUS-IRB).
(NUS-IRB). Each
Each participant
participant was
was provided
provided with
with anan
information
informationsheet
sheetwith
withstudy
studydetails.
details.Signed
Signedconsent
consentwas
wasobtained
obtainedfor
forparticipation
participationinin
the
the study
study and
and for
for permission
permission toto bebe audio-recorded.
audio-recorded. Participants
Participants were
were given
given
opportunities
opportunitiestotoask
askquestions
questionsand
andexpress
expressany
anyconcerns.
concerns.Audio
Audiorecordings
recordingswere
were
anonymised
anonymised prior
prior toto transcription
transcription toto protect
protect participants’
participants’ identities.
identities. Interview
Interview
materials
materialswere
werestored
storedsecurely
securelyand
andininaccordance
accordancewith
withNUS-IRB’s
NUS-IRB’spolicies
policiesand
and
requirements.
requirements. Participant
Participant names
names and
and identifying
identifying data
data were
were removed
removed from
from allall
documents
documentstotomaintain
maintainconfidentiality.
confidentiality.Each
Eachparticipant
participantwas
wasalso
alsoprovided
providedthe
theoption
option
ofofnot
notbeing
beingquoted,
quoted,even
evenanonymously,
anonymously,ininany
anysubsequent
subsequentpublications.
publications.Participants
Participants
could
couldrefuse
refusetotoanswer
answerany
anyquestions
questionsororwithdraw
withdrawfrom
fromthe
thestudy
studyatatany
anypoint.
point.
Interview
Interviewlocations
locationswere
wereprivate
privateand
andcomfortable
comfortablefor
forthe
theparticipants.
participants.
Analysis
Analysis
This
This study
study follows
follows anan interpretative
interpretative approach
approach toto explore
explore participants’
participants’
perceptions
perceptionsrelating
relatingtotoSingapore’s
Singapore’srole
roleand
andcontributions
contributionsininhealth
healthglobally.
globally.AllAllaudio
audio
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recordings were transcribed verbatim. Transcripts were coded using an inductive
approach and the research team thematically analyzed the data using QSR NVIVO11, a
qualitative data analysis software, to identify emergent themes and subthemes.
Regular team discussions were held to discuss findings and deviant cases. Recruitment
of participants ceased when researchers agreed that thematic saturation was
achieved.
RESULTS
This paper presents the issues reflecting our participants’ perceptions on
Singapore’s role and contributions in global health. We describe the emergent themes
on Singapore’s current successes in global health; the challenges Singapore faces in
expanding its efforts in global health; the potential additional roles of Singapore in this
area; and the benefits and readiness of Singapore to increase its role in global health.
Within these themes and subthemes, several key findings were elucidated (Table 2).
Table 2: Key Themes and Findings as Reported by Participants

Key Themes
Perceptions of
Singapore’s
successes in
health globally

Sub-themes
Research and
Education

Health outcomes
and access
Good Governance
Singapore’s
hesitation to play
a greater role in
global health

5
8

Singapore’s
priorities

Key Findings
• Singapore has significant accomplishments and
contributions in the academic and research sector
• Singapore’s successes are attributable to its longterm investments in human capital
• Singapore has contributed significantly in the
capacity building of the younger generation from the
region in the health sector through training and
education
• Singapore is an attractive location for research given
its advances in technology, infrastructure and
expertise in healthcare
• Singapore’s government is very supportive of its
academic sector
• Singapore is a success in its achievements of the
MDGs and in its progress towards Universal Health
Coverage
• Singapore’s success is attributable to its political
stability and the overall good governance
• Singapore’s economic pragmatism is perceived to be
key in shaping priorities in policy-making
• Singapore places more focus on pandemic
preparedness and in combatting infectious diseases
due to the potential threats on national security and
economic stability
• Singapore and countries regionally frequently face
competing priorities between health and other
sectors
• Singapore’s priorities focus primarily on local needs
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Difficulties
contributing to
global health
development

Perceptions of
Singapore’s
potential role in
global health

Greater
expectations on
Singapore despite
its success

Singapore could
further increase
its role in
academia

Singapore can
leverage on its
expertise to seed
larger projects
Filling the health
gap in ASEAN
Perceived
benefits if
Singapore
increases its role
in health globally
and Singapore’s
willingness to do
so

Practical benefits
to increase its
role

Perceptions on
Singapore’s
willingness to
increase its role
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• Health policy and planning remains focused on
domestic issues, a common phenomenon in
Southeast Asia
• Richer countries like Singapore are perceived to be
the ones to bear the brunt of the costs in global
health development, with little return on investment
• Singapore is perceived to have never been on the
receiving end of global health development
• Singapore has the ability to do more given its
expertise, capacity and thriving economy
• Singapore is considered proactive in disaster
response and global health security, but could take
up a greater leadership role regionally and contribute
to health systems strengthening
• The success of Singapore’s healthcare system is partly
due to the large in-flow of skilled healthcare
professionals from the region. In return, there is an
expectation for Singapore to contribute more in
health to its neighbours
• Singapore’s academic expertise and infrastructure
could be further harnessed for global health through
a leadership role
• There is a need for further contributions through
academic dialogues to inspire change and greater
contribution in global health
• Singapore can leverage on its expertise and
technology to develop innovative pilot interventions
that can be scaled up by other countries and entities
• Singapore could take the lead in addressing health
gaps within ASEAN including integrating health and
other sectors, and encouraging regional engagement
to create an ASEAN ‘health community’
• Engagement in global health is beneficial for foreign
diplomacy and soft power, and could be a stepping
stone to solving other transnational issues
• Efforts in global health facilitates regional
cooperation which benefits Singapore as a small
country
• There is a need for Singapore’s health workforce to
engage in sectors beyond health globally
• Perceptions were generally mixed. Some saw
Singapore as willing to take up more leadership in
global health, while others felt there is a lack of
political will
• It is perceived that once Singapore decides to play a
greater role in global health, it will be fully committed
in doing it well
Asian Journal of Public Affairs | 2017
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Perceptions of Singapore’s Successes in Health Globally
Research and Education
Based on participant narratives, one of Singapore’s key successes in global
health is in its accomplishments in the academic and research sector. Internationally,
Singapore’s universities have achieved competitive rankings and maintained a positive
reputation for education and research. Some participants attributed this success to the
country’s investment in human capital over the years, as exemplified in this quote:
“NUS is a pretty good institution, now it’s one of the top-rated. That’s because
Singapore, like Hong Kong, has just invested huge […] because they seek and
see the human capital issues as important, […] the fact that they developed
this Duke-NUS thing for graduate medical school […] these are all very
deliberate strategies to open, change, bring people in, establish the
connection, in a very Singaporean way.”
(Regional, UN)
Through investments in human capital, some participants pointed out that
Singapore now possesses a cadre of health care workers and human resources with
good knowledge, skills, and technical expertise in health. Over the years, this has
translated into capacity-building efforts in the form of education and training of
younger generations, many of whom originate from countries around the region and
globally. Many participants viewed this as a key contribution of Singapore in the
context of global health. Singapore is therefore perceived as an attractive location for
research due to its advances in technology, infrastructure, and expertise.
Some participants also attributed Singapore’s success to the supportive role of
the government in academia. The positive working relationship between policy-makers
and academics was perceived to have advanced various research agendas in public
health. As emphasized by a participant:
“We’re trying to see how we can work together with academics to do research
that can be translated into policies, into programs for policy makers to
understand […] what kinds of research can be done, and to have a better
working relationship with academics, and then for academics to understand
also the standpoint of policy-makers […] I think in Singapore, we’ve been doing
quite well.”
(Singapore, Government)
Health Outcomes and Access
Apart from contributions in academia, some participants commented on
Singapore’s successes in terms of its progress in the achievements of the MDGs,
particularly in healthcare. As described by a participant:
7
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“[...] look at the MDGs, by the time it was pushed, places like Singapore had
already achieved everything [...] There’s so many interesting problems out
there. Not in Singapore, mind you, especially around universal healthcare.”
(Singapore, Academia)
Good Governance
For some participants, Singapore’s success at achieving these global health
goals is partly due to the political stability and good governance of the country relative
to regional neighbors, who mostly remain in the process of political transition. As
described by a participant:
“A lot of [Southeast Asian countries] go up and falter because of institutional
structures like governance, corruption and all that, so the sequencing is that, if
you’ve not successfully transitioned in having democratic institutions and even
if you don’t have full democracy. You have to have good governance and this
is what Singapore is all about.”
(Singapore, Academia)
Hesitation to Play a Greater Role in Global Health
Singapore’s Priorities
Many participants spoke of how Singapore’s economic pragmatism has, over time,
shaped its priorities in policy-making within the country and beyond. Some
participants explained that Singapore’s global health focus was on pandemic
preparedness and combatting infectious diseases, due to the potential threats to
national security and economic stability. A participant describes:
“When you look at infectious diseases and security issues, that’s the one that
push the [Singapore] government to set up all these task forces and all that.
That’s the reality, either you provide the incentive, or there’s money to be
made, or you threaten the stability, or where people will lose money, then they
will act.”
(Singapore, Academia)
Nonetheless, participants also highlighted that the focus on economic
development is not unique to Singapore but evident across the region, where a
country's standing is measured by its economic growth. Consequently, Singapore and
its neighbours face tensions between competing priorities in health and other sectors
including trade and infrastructure, as exemplified below:
“The mantra in this part of the world has been economic development.
Everything is measured in terms of percentage GDP growth […] I think the
political powers [...] realize that you can’t have good GDP growth, economic
development, if your people are not in good health, and yet when they are
8 Journal of Public Affairs | 2017
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asked to invest in it, it is like less of a priority than investing in a new port, or
more communications infrastructure, or better roads, or train lanes.”
(Singapore, Academia)
Despite the recognition that health is a ‘public good’ and that protecting
priorities in health is ultimately an investment in the country’s future and wealth,
participants shared that the challenge remains for Singapore to put this in practice in
the global health context. As described by one participant, an example that illustrates
this point is Singapore’s response to the transboundary issue of severe haze originating
from Indonesia:
“When you look at a country like Malaysia and Singapore, even though they
are actually at the receiving end of the health impact of haze, [they] actually
took a very very long time to do something about it because the practitioners
in Indonesia are owned by a lot of Singaporean and Malaysian interests.”
(Global, UN Agency)
In addition to the pragmatism that is perceived to have shaped its priorities
thus far, several participants also described Singapore as focused primarily on being
self-sufficient as a country, paying primary attention to ensuring that local needs are
first and foremost met. Nonetheless, many participants noted a pervasive lack of
inclusiveness for non-citizens within healthcare systems across the region, despite the
extensive mobility of migrant workers within Southeast Asia. A participant elaborated:
“We are encouraging people in ASEAN to be more mobile, to reap the
economic benefits of mobility, but we are not ready to provide health care
needs of non-citizens.”
(Philippines, Regional NGO)
Difficulties Contributing to Global Health Development
Some participants felt that it is difficult for Singapore to contribute resources
into regional global health development, and several reasons contributed to this.
Firstly, as alluded to above, the existing focus of health care planning and policy
remains focused on domestic issues, which is a phenomenon that occurs across
Southeast Asia. The participant explains:
“[...] what are the governments doing for public health? Most will only look
domestically, and that’s the same problem with Singapore.”
(Singapore, Academia)
Secondly, it is perceived that in the context of global health development,
richer countries like Singapore may at times bear the brunt of the economic burden,
but realize few gains. For instance, when it comes to resources for migrant health
(which is significantly linked to global health in this region), the more developed
9
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nations in Southeast Asia believe they bear disproportionate costs. A participant
commented:
“Addressing migrant health in ASEAN [...] has been on the agenda, has been
discussed, but […] the sticking point is in ASEAN, it needs to be like consensus.
You know, you have disagreements among the states, and so, countries like
Myanmar, Laos, or Vietnam, sending countries, were like, ‘Yes, everyone
should have, you know, migrant health inclusion be granted.’, but then
Singapore, Thailand and Malaysia are like, ‘But we’re the ones who have to
pay for it.’ ”
(Myanmar, UN Agency)
Additionally, some participants admitted that Singapore’s self-sufficiency and
strong healthcare system has never placed it on the receiving end of global health
development aid/support. A participant remarked:
“Singapore’s never been a major recipient. They have always had the attitude
that ‘we can take care of ourselves’, and by and large, they can. Very capable
people in this country.”
(Singapore, Academia)
Perceptions of Singapore’s Potential Role in Global Health
Greater Expectations of Singapore Despite Its Successes
A common theme that emerged among participant narratives was having
higher expectations of Singapore to do even more in global health. As demonstrated in
this quote:
“People would say okay, so this is the Tiger economies and can’t we be doing
more for health?”
[Myanmar, Local NGO]
Notwithstanding Singapore’s efforts thus far, many participants believed that
Singapore has the financial resources to contribute to global health in a greater
capacity. Several participants praised Singapore for taking a proactive role in providing
humanitarian assistance in response to natural disasters in the region. Similarly, many
spoke of the country’s laudable efforts in global health security, particularly in
pandemic preparedness. As described by a participant:
“I was there before the US launched the Global Health Security Agenda. But
[Singapore] were already doing a lot of work before that, so they were already
very strong on health security. In fact, the things they were doing were already
shaping towards the Global Health Security Agenda.”
(Singapore, Government)
10Journal of Public Affairs | 2017
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However, despite this past and present involvement, some participants felt
that Singapore could take on a greater leadership role within the development sector
beyond humanitarian aid, and provide greater support in other areas including health
systems strengthening, as explained by a participant:
“Singapore’s leadership in these kind of areas is very much lacking. During the
tsunami in Aceh, Singapore was the first country to send humanitarian aid
through the armed forces, but in terms of other things, like building capacity,
strengthening healthcare delivery systems, it’s nowhere, nowhere to be seen.
It’s about time Singapore establishes an International Development Agency.
You are so rich, you’ve got so much skill, you’ve got so much capacity within
Singapore to help the region.”
(Singapore, Academia)
Many participants pointed out that the success of Singapore’s healthcare
system is partly due to the substantial in-flow of skilled healthcare professionals from
the region. Some participants raised concerns over the possible impact this might have
on sending countries, as elaborated by two participants who agreed in a group
interview:
“We are a little bit concerned about the reverse flow of competent individuals.
You know, very competent [Myanmar healthcare workers], they will go and
work in Singapore, for example, and then we get less qualified individuals
coming and stationed in our hospitals.”
(Myanmar, Private Consultant)
There is an implicit expectation for Singapore to contribute more, partly to
make up for the loss that sending countries experience due to the brain drain of
competent individuals who have played a role in Singapore’s successes in healthcare
provision.
Singapore Could Further Increase Its Role in Academia
Several interviewees spoke about harnessing Singapore’s distinguished
academic infrastructure and expertise to increase its contribution to global health, and
possibly for Singaporean universities to take a larger leadership role in the region
within the academic sector. A participant explained:
“[...] about leadership for global health, I think there is a role to play for
universities and such institutions […] there is actually a need for [Singaporean]
universities to show more leadership.”
(Global, UN Agency)
Participants were hopeful that platforms such as the “Raffles Dialogue”, which
aims to bring key thinkers together to discuss future directions and challenges of
11
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human well-being and health security, would encourage academic institutions in
Singapore to contribute more actively in global health. A participant elaborates:
“[...] if the idea of the Raffles Dialogue develops in a way that it becomes
established as ‘the’ event [...] that can then become the catalyst for the
formation of [...] a Centre, or an Institute […] for Global health in the context
of Asia. So you now, [are] showing, developing an idea, saying that we
developed a network that will be doing top-quality research in collaboration
with countries in the region.”
(Singapore, Academia)
Singapore Can Leverage Its Expertise to Seed Larger Projects
Many interviewees considered how Singapore could contribute to global health
in the region other than through its academic footprint, including innovative methods
to contribute on a regional scale in spite of Singapore’s comparatively limited size and
resources in terms of quantity. A participant expressed hope that what Singapore
lacked in quantity could be made up in quality, elaborating that:
“Singapore as a little red dot cannot fund all of the Indonesian system, but we
can show in a little pilot through WHO […] and say, we are a WHO
collaborating center, WHO has also endorsed us to provide some of this
training, or research. That’s the way we should function.”
(Singapore, Academia)
Overall, it was perceived that Singapore can use its strengths in medical
expertise, technology, and governance to develop targeted interventions which could
be expressly designed for scale-up by larger entities including other governments,
donors or regional agencies.
Filling the Health Gap in ASEAN
Singapore’s involvement regionally was discussed in several interviews,
particularly relative to ASEAN. Many interviewees pointed out that ASEAN faces a gap
in integrating health regionally. For instance, a participant spoke about the existence
of the architecture, but not the expertise, for ASEAN to do more for health.
“The role of ASEAN, you look at some of their agreements and all, [health is]
supposed to be all there. But the […] truth is does it work in practice, you see?
So while we are very hopeful. Like you know, ASEAN will fill in the gaps that
WHO cannot for whatever historical reason, and having done consultancies for
both, I’ll tell you actually, we’re not there. The expertise is not there.”
(Singapore, Academia)
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Supporting this, another participant explained that ASEAN’s small budget poses
difficulties in contributing to the regional health landscape:
“[...] a part of the problem why the ASEAN Secretariat is weak technically, in
the health field, is because they have a very small budget. Someone told me
that they had a budget only like less than 10 million dollars a year.”
(Singapore, Academia)
Participants also talked about the lack of a “health community” in SEA as
compared to other parts of the world. Given the constraints on ASEAN and its
potential to contribute significantly to global health, some interviewees expressed the
need for a country to take a leadership role within ASEAN to encourage further
engagement. A participant elaborates:
“I think the ten countries are at very different levels and are prioritizing things
that are very different [...] I think it would be quite a challenge to actually get
them all together to look at global health but I think maybe at the very top
level, central level, there just needs to be a really good champion that comes
on-board. I would say ASEAN would be a good platform to do that but then
you will just need very strong political will to do it.”
(Cambodia, International NGO)
Perceived Benefits if Singapore Increases Its Role in Global Health and Its Willingness
to Do So
Practical benefits to increasing its role
Respondents suggested a range of practical reasons for Singapore to increase
its role, given its current focus on domestic health. Some reasons were related to
diplomacy, with some participants making the point that global health works as soft
power for Singapore, while others suggested that global health could be a stepping
stone to solving other difficult transnational issues:
“In terms of the migration issue that maybe health could be the entry point to
solve all these other issues; you know political, economic, confronting mobility
etc.”
(Philippines, Regional NGO)
Another practical reason for increasing Singapore’s role in global health is the
necessity for Singapore to have a regional focus in health due to its unique status as a
small country dependent on regional cooperation.
“We have to also put the global health training within [Singapore]. We’re not
just training for domestic work, you know. We’re training you for international
work where you end up going to Africa and all that [...] we’re very very
practical, end up doing work in the region. Cause no man is an island.
13
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Singapore is not a fortress. You have to. So my focus has always been regional,
and you have to teach that well, that the Singaporean future public health
practitioner has to have a regional focus.”
(Singapore, Academia)
Finally, some participants pointed out that much of what determines health is
beyond the health system. Thus, having Singapore’s health workforce look outside
their own sector and country would work to Singapore’s benefit.
“[…] if you are actually coming from the social determinants of health
perspective, you know that there are estimates like 80% of the health and
well-being of populations are actually shaped by sectors beyond ours. [...] so
we need to talk to other sectors more, but very few are doing that. Perhaps
very few are capable of doing that. Doctors are not trained to be diplomats or
negotiators with other sectors. We are taught about how to communicate
with patients. We are not taught to talk to mayors, or governors, or
presidents, or ministers of energy or labor. So, I think that is why, the health
community should embrace that additional responsibility in the spirit of the
Health In All Policy approach, HIAP, in order to foster global health
cooperation across sectors across disciplines.”
(Philippines, Regional NGO)
Perceptions on Singapore’s Willingness to Increase Its Role
While respondents perceived benefits from an increased Singapore role,
perceptions of Singapore’s willingness to do so were mixed. Some participants saw
Singapore as ready to take up the mantle of global health leadership, as described by
this participant:
“My understanding is that Singapore is now turning outward from a very long
time of looking inward as well. So while we don’t have a cooperation strategy
with Singapore, from everything I can tell, Singapore is now wanting to do the
same [...] taking global stage,”
(Regional, UN Agency)
Some participants felt that Singapore has the required mechanisms to
contribute to global health but lacks the political will to realign its priorities and
pragmatism. One participant explains:
“[...] it’s very difficult to explain to taxpayers that, ‘Oh, you know, we are
funding money to more research that is based in other countries.’ I think
people still don’t understand why they must do that [...] but if you can kind of
latch on, like, implement [...] big data [...] to let them understand the link
towards global health and how it affects them, I think it will be more
acceptable. When it’s more acceptable by the public, somehow there will be
better political will and then things will move.”
14Journal of Public Affairs | 2017
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(Cambodia, International NGO)
Nonetheless, there is a general sentiment among participants that once
Singapore decides to play a larger role and invest in an area of interest like global
health, it will be done well given Singapore’s excellent infrastructure and availability of
resources. A participant asserted:
“I think the thing about Singapore is that I think once it has decided on the
path and how to do it, [Singapore] will get it done.”
(Cambodia, International NGO)
DISCUSSION
This study explored perceptions of Singapore’s role in global health among
stakeholders across SEA. Findings suggest that Singapore is perceived as successful in
achieving its MDGs, its progress in healthcare, and its ability to exercise good
governance. Nevertheless, several obstacles were cited as hampering Singapore’s
willingness and ability to do more for global health. Many perceived that Singapore
prioritises the health, economic prosperity and security of Singaporeans and
empathised with the predicaments Singapore faces in global health development.
Ways proposed for Singapore to increase its global health role involved leveraging its
well-established academic institutions, good governance structures, and utilising
ASEAN as a platform for global health engagement.
Stuckler and Mckee (2008) proposed five metaphors which represents the
possible policy making priorities that countries such as Singapore can consider in
developing their global health policy (Table 3). As mentioned above, Jahncke at al
(2010) suggested that Singapore could benefit from contributions in global health
through the application of the five metaphors.
These metaphors were postulated to understand the various strategies that
may be adopted within the global health policy-making process. For example, global
health strategies that target universal goals, such as funding immunization
programmes in a neighbouring country, can accomplish multiple goals simultaneously.
This includes protecting Singapore’s health security, improving public health, and
bolstering Singapore’s reputation and diplomatic relations abroad. These metaphors
are largely interlinked and serve as a useful heuristic to guide global health policy
adoption. Considering the complexity of the local and global health architecture within
Singapore, these five metaphors enable an understanding of which strategies may be
of greatest priority to Singapore and which areas Singapore may consider further
advancing. As such, the findings will be analysed through the lens of these five
metaphors.
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Table 3: Five Metaphors of Global Health Policy
Principle

Example Goals

Example Institutions

Global health
as security

Protect against bioterror, antibiotic Ministry of Defense,
resistance, pandemic preparedness etc.
Communicable Disease Centre,
Ministry of Health

Global health
as investment

Enhance economic development through Economic Development Board,
the promotion of health
Ministry of Health

Global Health
as foreign
policy

Promote trade, alliances, and cooperation

Global health
as charity

Reduce poverty with a focus on the most Singapore Red Cross, Mercy
vulnerable
Relief

Global health
as public
health

Reduce the global burden of disease

Singapore International
Foundation, Ministry of Foreign
Affairs

Ministry of Health, Academic
institutions

(Adapted from Stuckler and Mckee 2008)

The first metaphor is global health as ‘security’. In conceptualizing global health
security, WHO warned against allowing a narrow focus on national health security to
override commitments to global health (Flahault et al. 2016), as observed during the
world’s response to the Ebola epidemic (Heymann et al. 2015). Our findings point to
Singapore being motivated to engage in global health when the country’s health
security is under threat, for instance during the SARS outbreak when thousands of
people were quarantined (Tan 2006) and billions of dollars were lost, compromising
the country’s economic growth (Keogh-Brown et al. 2008). In our study, pandemic
preparedness was perceived as a primary impetus for Singapore to work towards
greater regional and global engagement in health. Gushulak and colleagues (2010)
emphasized in a literature review that the ‘globalisation of health risks’ in a changing
migration landscape due to increased mobility can pose infectious disease threats to
nations such as Singapore where mobility is high. Our findings imply that Singapore’s
approach to ensuring global health security should look beyond pandemic
preparedness to other strategies, such as health system strengthening in the region, to
be fully secure against infectious disease threats. Some respondents believe that
Singapore has already taken steps towards this by participating in the US-led 2014
Global Health Security Agenda.
Our findings also indicate that Singapore’s government could be induced to do
more by looking at global health as ‘investment’. Singapore’s extensive investments in
health domestically are perceived to have contributed to the growing industry of
medical tourism in the country. Although medical tourism benefits the region’s elites
who can afford it (Pocock and Phua 2011), our participants remained critical of
Singapore’s limited contribution in global health beyond this group. Participants were
16Journal of Public Affairs | 2017
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sympathetic towards the perception that rich countries like Singapore commonly
shoulder the bulk of investments with few returns when it comes to global health.
However, this perception may itself be inaccurate: in a study exploring the UK’s
footprint on health globally, the UK was described to have benefitted from the
promotion of life sciences and health industries, improvements in cross-sectoral
synergies, increased investments in health, and the draw-in of the best talent (Hasan
et al. 2015). The report also showed that the return on investments extended beyond
the realm of health, such as in the economic growth and goodwill gained across
borders (Herrick 2017). This demonstrates that there is significant value in contributing
to global health, even for rich nations like the UK.
The idea of global health as beneficial for ‘foreign policy’ also surfaced in the
findings. The interplay between politics, foreign policy, and global health policy has
given rise to the field of global health diplomacy (Ruckert et al. 2016). In fact, the value
of global health in terms of advancing foreign policy goals has been acknowledged with
formal government bodies dedicated to this purpose in the US, UK, and EU (Kevany
2014). Some respondents shared this view and saw engaging in global health as a
means to enhance Singapore’s soft power. Other respondents suggested that moving
towards more regional cooperation in health could also benefit Singapore in
establishing cooperation in non-health related issues such as the rights of migrants.
Respondents pinpointed one such political consideration - a tendency among ASEAN
governments to value trade over health in their foreign policy. Nevertheless, taking a
global health perspective can help governments better manage tradeoffs between
health and trade in their foreign policy. Thailand, for example, has successfully
integrated health with trade policies by purposefully facilitating the understanding of
trade effects on health at the individual level, establishing mechanisms and networks
to enhance health interests and advocate for health within trade negotiations, and
building capacity of health officials to deal with trade-related health issues
(Thaiprayoon and Smith 2015). Singapore may benefit from taking a similar view.
The remaining two metaphors for global health policy relate to ‘charity’ and
‘public health’. According to Stuckler and Mckee (2008), promotion of global health as
a form of charity focuses on alleviating poverty with an emphasis on reaching the most
vulnerable. Singapore is perceived to have adopted a commendable role in global
health through the years of humanitarian assistance rendered to its neighbors in times
of natural disasters. In recent years, however, the discourse on global health aid has
evolved to focus on fostering synergies between vertical and horizontal programs, with
an emphasis on health systems strengthening (Balabanova et al. 2010). In line with
this, developed countries such as Japan have aligned their priorities in development
aid towards strengthening the health systems of developing countries (Yuasa 2013).
Similarly, our findings suggest that Singapore could support less developed nations in
global health, given its successes and expertise in health systems and its fiscal viability.
This is consistent with previous proposals for the establishment of funding
mechanisms for global health research and development in health systems
strengthening for Singapore (Jahncke et al. 2010).
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Lastly, conceiving global health as ‘public health’ constitutes an investment in
maximizing the health of all human beings and reducing the global burden of disease
(Mckee et al. 2008). Ultimately, health in the global context should be perceived as a
shared responsibility among all stakeholders and a collective response is necessary to
align efforts towards achieving global health goals (Gostin et al. 2010, Otterson et al.
2014). Our findings validate the results of previous global health reports (Lim et al.
2016, Barber et al. 2017), in that Singapore is widely held to be a leading success in its
progress in healthcare and achievements in global health goals, such as the MDGs.
While much of this success is perceived as motivated by pragmatic priorities, it serves
as a good example to illustrate the link between state investment in global health
issues and public health benefits at the local level. Fundamentally, nation states have a
responsibility to protect and maintain the health of their population; however, as a
result of rapid globalization, various determinants of health are inherently global
demanding all states to take action in global health governance (Otterson et al. 2014).
This requires states to engage and collaborate with each other, such as building up big
data capacities to aid global health planning amongst and within states (Wyber et al.
2015). Singapore could potentially reap significant benefits from such engagement
with the global health community.
Future Research and Opportunities for Agenda Setting
These findings provide some direction on priorities for future research,
facilitating agenda-setting for global health in Singapore. Drawing on these findings
and the pioneering work of Jahncke et al. (2010), a more comprehensive study
pertaining to Singapore’s contributions and impact on global health in various sectors
could be beneficial. In recent years, the UK has conducted such research on mapping
out its contribution to global health in different sectors (Hasan et al. 2015) (Table 4).
The evidence generated allowed the UK to strengthen its influence in the
health sector and lead the way on improving global health (Hasan et al. 2015). While
our study’s findings provide valuable insight on Singapore’s active contribution in
certain areas including the state and academic sector, the overall study lacks the
comprehensiveness of the UK report. As propounded by Jahncke et al. (2010), multisectoral and multidisciplinary partnerships are fundamental to the development of
global health efforts and initiatives. As such, we suggest that Singapore conduct a
similar comprehensive study to explore its role in global health and how it can
contribute further through the various sectors. The evidence gathered can then be
presented to policymakers and stakeholders in Singapore through the medium of a
policy dialogue to facilitate strategic planning processes in relation to global health. A
multi-sectoral approach incorporating expertise from fields such as international
relations will be needed to address any possible political sensitivities that may arise.
Fields such as economics will be crucial in demonstrating the cost effectiveness of
potentially investing in global health. Overall, such a study will serve as a useful basis
for Singapore to strengthen its position as a global health leader. It will also provide
insights on how regional actors perceive Singapore’s role in global health, thus
enabling SEA countries to examine their own role in global health and how they may
18Journal of Public Affairs | 2017
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converge regionally to embrace the “complex interdependence” global health requires
(Frenk et al., 2014).
Table 4: Sectors mapped out to understand UK’s role in global health
Groups concerned
Explanation
Sector as in
UK report
State

All areas of government,
ministries and statutory
boards funded by public
money.

Improving global health through state
policies and leadership on global
health, working domestically to
improve health overseas, creating an
enabling environment for other sectors
engaged in global health to thrive.
Eg. National health service training
healthcare professionals from abroad.

Academic

Actors who fund and
conduct health research
globally in various fields,
for example, Biological
sciences, economics and
public health.

Improving global health through
trainings of health professionals,
providing sufficient funding for
research which transcend national
borders,
research
collaborations
between university and institutes and
disseminating key research through
renowned journals.
Eg, The funding from the Wellcome
Trust in the UK

Commercial

NonGovernmental
Organisation

Actors in the “for-profit”
sector selling goods and
services who either
contribute to the health
system in some way.

Improving global health through the
export of goods and services which
further health globally

Actors outside of the
state who work on a
“non-profit” basis to
improve health globally.

Improving global health through the
delivery of health services, capacity
building, advocacy and research
globally through the spheres of
international
development
or
humanitarian action.

Eg. Healthcare consultancies.

Eg. Disaster assistance through the
Disasters Emergency Committee.
(Adapted from Hasan et al. 2015)
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Strengths and Limitations
To our knowledge, this is the first qualitative study exploring key stakeholders’
perspectives on Singapore’s role and contribution to health globally. A strength of this
paper is that we conducted in-depth interviews with a wide range of actors involved in
global health (i.e. government, UN agencies, civil society, donors, academia, and the
private sector) and from a variety of geographical locations (i.e. Singapore, the
Philippines, Cambodia, Myanmar, India and Thailand). There are three main limitations
to this study. Firstly, the qualitative data for this paper was drawn from a larger study
exploring the global health architecture in SEA. Information on Singapore’s role and
contributions in global health was not purposefully elicited for every interview unless
brought up by the participant. As a result, the issues discussed on Singapore differed
across participants. Secondly, we looked only at the narratives of participants who had
knowledge or opinions about Singapore’s role in global health; hence, findings may not
be representative of the entire global health sector in SEA. Thirdly, while participants
were from a wide array of organizations and countries, the majority have primary
expertise in health. Considering the inter-sectoral nature of global health as a
discipline, our data may be lacking in richness.
CONCLUSION
This study provides insight on Singapore’s role and contributions in global
health as perceived by stakeholders in health across Southeast Asia. Overall, Singapore
is recognized for its accomplishments in health globally and the quality of its academic
institutions. Participants viewed Singapore’s current role and contributions as positive,
but with great unrealized potential. The country’s pragmatism in setting health
priorities is perceived as an obstacle in committing further to global health, which is
regarded as an act that occurs at the expense of Singapore. Notwithstanding, our
findings suggest that contributions in global health in fact represent valuable
opportunities for Singapore in bolstering its security, economy, and foreign relations,
while fulfilling more charitable goals and contributing to a reduction in the global
disease burden. Overall, this paper elucidates that there are many practical benefits
for Singapore should it fulfill its potential roles in global health. Hence, for further
strategic planning, there is a need for more comprehensive and multi-sectoral research
on Singapore’s existing global health footprint and its potential to contribute further in
global health.
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ABSTRACT
Singapore and other global cities are
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vertical urbanism - to address challenges from
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INTRODUCTION
Singapore and other global cities are increasingly exploring the vertical space as
a sustainable and smart approach – improving public services by integrating traditional
city infrastructure with digital technologies (Dlodlo 2016) - to address physical
challenges that arise from growing urbanisation, population growth and land
constraints. It is set to become more automated and crowded in the foreseeable
future (National League of Cities 2016, p. 25).
With innovation in architectural ideas and advances in smart technologies, the
vertical space of cities including Singapore’s can be territorialised to accommodate a
larger population, social and economic activities. Specifically, on territorialisation,
regulatory policies and systems that would be put in place to ensure order would need
to clearly define the different zones in the vertical space as public, semi-public/semiprivate, and private. Stakeholders (public and private) of the vertical space would have
to exercise a sense of ownership and responsibility over their respective zones, and
this would over time lead to the formation and enforcement of accepted norms and
behaviour in the vertical space (Townsley et al. 2013, p. 20).
Stakeholders would come from the proliferation of vertical communities as
buildings and infrastructure become more high-rise, more mixed-use and smart;
and enhanced connectivity as more public transport and mobility infrastructure are
built vertically. The lower (low altitude) airspace may be the streets of the future
with improvements in technology and regulations on the use of drones for
consumer and commercial activities. The lower airspace – publicly navigable for
drones – currently differs in the definition (height limit of 200 – 500 feet above
ground) across countries and terrain (urban or non-urban) as it is based on
localised considerations such as safety, privacy and commerce (Lim 2015).
Nonetheless, it will in the future comprise a network of carefully defined aerial
lanes and zones that characterise the drone traffic management systems that
several cities are developing (Low, Gan and Mao 2014).
Such developments – vertical urbanism - would have strategic implications on
homeland security for cities including Singapore specifically in the domains of law
enforcement, public order and counter-terrorism.
Given the complexity in policing the vertical space, there would be a growing
need to examine the security dimension in the vertical aspects of cities and urban life,
especially as existing studies done in this research area are few. For Singapore, the rise
of this security dimension is presaged by some existing developments: the passing of
the Unmanned Aircraft (Public Safety and Security) Act in 2015; the installation of highrise Police CCTV surveillance (Hawk Eye) cameras on selected buildings in 2013; the
unveiling of security drones during the Police Work-plan Seminar 2015; and
deployment of Police National Service officers for “vertical policing” of high-rise
residential buildings that began as early as 1979.
2
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This qualitative study uses a documentary research that draws on the review of
publicly available journals, industry reports and analysis of news articles. A caveat to
this methodology, while it attempts to envision the future, is that the implications of
vertical urbanism to the security of cities would become clearer only in the long term.
Like scenario planning, projections are predicated on current perceptions of trends
and driving forces and would evolve subject to the “rapidly changing and complex
environment” (Public Service Division 2011, p. 13).
The paper will first examine the background of the vertical space as well as its
security dimension in order to set the stage for discussion. The paper then continues
with the exploration of plausible vertical security challenges. These include changes to
the geography of the operating environment; and emergent threats (and challenges)
possibly presenting deep policy implications by introducing additional vectors for
hostile acts that can challenge the current capabilities of homeland security agencies
(e.g. police and civil defence). The paper concludes by laying a vertical policing
framework as a specific policy recommendation, comprising strategies in the areas of
intelligence, frontline operations, planning and community vigilance that may be
useful for Singapore.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Vertical security has been defined in some articles as repurposing drones –
originally a military capability – to extend police air (surveillance and search) power
over the city which was achieved through the use of manned helicopters (Wall 2013;
Adey 2010). Other articles refer to the “verticalisation” or provision of effective
policing services to communities in high-density, high-rise cities that are expanding
vertically (Benites 2008; Townsley et al. 2013). Several distinct developments in the
recent years across the globe broadly reflect these definitions and would collectively
characterise vertical security.
Given that drones are expected to be part of people’s daily lives in the
foreseeable future, the European Commission is developing a “U-Space” drone traffic
management system comparable to the Unmanned Traffic Management (UTM) system
that U.S is developing; these systems would incorporate law enforcement and security
requirements (Carey 2017). Given the need to ensure the physical security and
resilience of high-rise buildings (and people within) against crime and terrorist attacks,
the U.S Homeland Security Department published the Reference Manual to Mitigate
Potential Terrorist Attacks against Buildings (2nd Edition) in 2011. Cybersecurity is
increasingly intertwined with building and infrastructure security due to the
proliferation of smart devices and systems in them, and thus the U.S government, for
example, is investing heavily into research in this area (Memoori 2017; Tankard 2015;
DHS 2015). Given the need to improve emergency preparedness and social resilience
in vertical communities, the City of Vancouver in Canada had projects that include
organising “vertical block parties” to promote neighbourly relations (Chia 2014).
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The definitions may change and coalesce as cities expand vertically, become
more digitised, and more central to national security; they entail moving beyond the
contemporary two-dimensional to a three-dimensional appreciation of the urban
space as discussed in this paper (Graham and Hewitt 2012).
BACKGROUND OF VERTICAL URBANISM
Growing urbanisation is characterised not only by increasing urban densities
(buildings and populations) and urban footprint, but also the expansion of the vertical
space. Global cities such as Singapore are increasingly exploring the use of the vertical
space – vertical urbanism - as a smart and sustainable approach to address the
complex challenges of accommodating growths in population and socio-economic
activities amid land constraints. This approach is practicable given innovation in
architectural ideas and advances in smart technologies, hence presaging the
territorialisation of the vertical space of cities (Shaw 2017, p. 1).
Vertical urbanism, as argued in this paper, would primarily comprise of: (a)
applying novel concepts for space utilisation such as broadening current concepts of
land use zoning to build more (very) high-rise, mixed-use and smart buildings or
infrastructure; and (b) vibrant lower airspace resulting from growth in consumer and
commercial drone market. Essentially, the appreciation of vertical urbanism for
policymaking including in homeland security needs to be framed through airspaces in
which high-rise buildings are a subset (Harris 2015). Currently, regulatory
frameworks and policies, and operational procedures generally look into drone
regulations and high-rise building security as separate domains rather than subsets
of the vertical space.
Vertical Cities
First, high-rise high-density vertical cities are the solution to land scarcity
(Wong 2004). Social, residential and commercial activities can develop in novel ways
by spreading and happening in the vertical space as designed into buildings such as
the Tanjong Pagar Centre and Pinnacle @ Duxton in Singapore, and Canaletto Tower
in London. Such mixed-use buildings are also conceived as vertical neighbourhoods.
Vertical communities are envisioned to proliferate as high-rise buildings and
infrastructure can provide public amenities and draw more people at the upper
levels, such as the Seoullo 2017 (1,024m long elevated park) in Seoul. Integrated
road-rail viaducts such as the Tuas West Extension in Singapore can enhance
transport connectivity while reducing road congestions. High-rise farms can be
incorporated into residential and commercial buildings to help address food security
issues and improve the efficiency of food supply chains for land scare cities (Teh
2016; Wee 2015).
Second, the global consumer and commercial drone market are expected to
see strong growth in the foreseeable future (Forrest 2017). The lower airspace in cities
can be envisioned to be the vertical streets of the future with improvements in
4
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technology and regulations on the use of drones for a multitude of activities
(Muhammad 2017a). For example, Singapore is exploring the use of drones for postal
and delivery services (Hio 2017), and working towards developing a drone traffic
management system for city airspace similar to ground road systems for automobiles
(Hio 2016). Like in Dubai, Singapore may expand the use of drone technology to
improve public transportation by possibly introducing autonomous flying taxis (e.g.
EHang 184) in the foreseeable future (Soon 2017).
The scale of vertical cities may broaden as businesses, communities and
governments discover more novel applications for (very) high-rise, mixed-use and
smart buildings and infrastructure, and drone technology. This would be a natural and
spatial evolution of cities that are embarking on “Smart Cities” initiatives to bring
working and recreational spaces closer to living spaces while enhancing public
amenities such as utilities, environment and transportation in a holistic manner (Calder
2017, p. 116).
Vertical urbanism would, however, have strategic implications on governance
including in homeland security (law enforcement, public order and counterterrorism)
as it essentially entails the vertical expansion of the public space. In policing the
vertical space, security agencies would need to consider delineation between
privately-owned and navigable lower airspace which may overlap with property
ownership issues; circumstances where the aerial vantage point of drone traffic or
high-rise activities could encroach into private space; enforcement of drone traffic;
and smart building management (Muhammad 2017a; Widener 2016; Tankard 2015).
The complexities that vertical urbanism may pose on governance were
encapsulated in an architectural website article “The Three-Dimensional City: How
Drones Will Impact the Future Urban Landscape”:
“In the coming years, we may witness an increasing number of legal battles
over the rights to airspace just as conflicts ensued with the emergence of automobiles
at the time of the Model-T.”
“But if drones become fixtures of our urban environment, what impact will they
have on exterior spaces? And could they become as ubiquitous in our city’s skies as cars
on our streets?” (Rawn, 2015)
New points and lines of vulnerabilities may arise and complicate law
enforcement and emergency response efforts. For example, a municipal issue-related
query (number 17) during one of Singapore’s parliamentary session, asking about the
security (drug activities, access and Police CCTVs) of then newly-introduced rooftop
gardens in new residential estates, may have been a bellwether of emergent crime and
security concerns in the vertical space (Twelfth Parliament of Singapore 2015, p. 267).
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Vertical Security
The vertical space of cities may over time be affected by emergent crime and
security threats such as transnational crimes, public order issues, urban terrorism, and
cyberattacks (by state and non-state actors) that currently and largely afflict the
horizontal space of global cities. While threats to high-rise buildings are not new, vertical
urbanism is changing the environment even as it optimises space utilisation (including
lower airspace) and enhances urban livability. Thus, it may plausibly expand the attack
surface of cities by presenting additional vectors – paths or means to gain access and
create a malicious outcome - for both physical and cyber threats from criminals and
terrorists. This stems from the inherent character of global cities as high-value targets
given their growing strategic importance as the population and socio-economic centres
of nation states, and drivers of the global economy (Dobbs et al. 2011).
Adversaries may over time find it increasingly viable to exploit the vertical
space to target the people, supporting systems (places, technology and critical
infrastructure) and iconic entities (buildings) that sustain modern urban life (Graham
2010, pp. 21, 266). Hence, security agencies would need to anticipate the plausible
challenges, and develop policing strategies and capabilities to safeguard peace and
order in the vertical space of cities.
There may be unexpected and unintended implications as similar to the
horizontal space, for example, the vertical space may see conflicts as security agencies
and adversaries vie for control (order vs. disorder). Furthermore, security measures
such as vertical surveillance (e.g. police drones and high-rise Smart CCTVs) may shift
the relationship between the people and security agencies as existing issues such as
privacy and trust, and public expectations of police performance may find relevance in
the vertical space (Graham 2016, pp. 13, 25).
Given the complexity in policing the vertical space, there is a growing need for
strategic anticipation and analysis of the security dimension in the vertical aspects of
cities and urban life, especially as existing studies done in this research area are few
(Graham 2012, pp. 73 - 74).
VERTICAL SECURITY CHALLENGES
Anticipate & Appreciate
Homeland security agencies need to keep abreast of and analyse the various
issues and trends that may shape the plausible scenarios of vertical urbanism in order
to anticipate the emergent threats and challenges that may permeate the vertical
space. The research should feed into the long-term strategic planning and capability
development of agencies as these threats may have the potential to stretch their
resources and challenge current operational procedures and tactics (Benites 2008, p.
8). There may also be deep policy implications in which security, social and economic
issues may converge besides privacy and safety concerns.
6
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A methodical appreciation of the terrain would be necessary as the inclusion of
the vertical space into the operating landscape fundamentally expands and redefines
the geography of cities by volume (three-dimensional) rather than by area (twodimensional) (Dodge 2013). There would be implications on security functions such as
police presence (patrols), community engagement, intelligence and surveillance, and
incident response. For the vertical space to be safe and secure, these security
functions must be able to oversee the lower airspace; assets and places in (very) highrise, mixed-use and smart buildings or infrastructure; and the circulation of people and
activities within (Adey 2010). The appreciation of the terrain in the vertical space
would complement the research to anticipate and address the emergent threats,
which this section will attempt to examine.
Emergent Threats
Underpinning these threats is the assumption that vertical urbanism may not
fully protect people and assets from the “insecurities” or threats that exist in the
horizontal space (Adey 2010). Rather, the threats may elevate and evolve into novel
forms and its severity may be compounded by a false sense of security arising from
high-rise living (Townsley et al. 2013, p. 78). An analogy would be how aerial accidents
involving drones entail a novel (and vertical) form of traffic incidents that can harm
people and property that are ordinarily shielded by height from the traffic incidents on
the (horizontal) ground.
The elevation and evolution of threats would stem from the confluence of two
factors that are intrinsic to vertical urbanism. First, the larger vertical (and public)
space in (very) high-rise and mixed use buildings may act as “crime generators” that
present more opportunities for perpetrators to relocate certain illicit activities or
street crime in order to reduce the risk of police detection, or even widen their reach
to seek more victims and ill-gotten gains (Townsley et al. 2013, p. 19). Second, the
growing consumer and commercial drone market would result in the “colonisation”
(by drones) of the vertical space and this is expected to present certain risks (e.g.
misuse or device failure) that may proliferate (Crampton 2016, p. 143). Vertical space
where the lower airspace and buildings may overlap due to indoor drone traffic may
introduce a different set of threats (Ong 2016).
These emergent threats may unfold in the spheres of crime, public order,
terrorism and cyberspace as shown in Figure 1, in which several scenarios are plausible.
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Figure 1: Spheres of Emergent Threats in the Vertical Space

Crime
Criminals may be inspired by the proliferation of drones in increasingly highrise cities to adapt and develop innovative tactics in order to commit various offences
(e.g. burglary, robbery, sexual cases and unauthorised surveillance), and to evade
detection by patrol robots and ubiquitous street-level police CCTVs. For example,
drones may be used by criminals to facilitate breaking and entering of high-rise units
(Browne 2017).
Drones may be used as delivery vehicles, for example, to peddle and deliver
illicit or controlled items, thus circumventing existing laws and enforcement measures.
Even today, criminals are known to leverage disruptive technologies such as drones
and mobile-app enabled services in the commission of unlawful activities, and
transforming the business models of criminal enterprises (Mogg 2017; Wong 2017).
Hence, vertical communities may experience vertical versions of crimes that
were originally prevalent on the streets and low-rise buildings. Community-level crime
prevention measures such as neighbourhood watch approaches such as “Crime
Prevention through Environmental Design” (CPTED), and other existing policing tactics
would need to adapt to stay ahead of the criminals.
Public Order
Protesters, in illegal demonstrations, may use drones as surrogates for people
by swarming the lower airspace instead of protesting on the horizontal ground. This
tactic may facilitate the protesters’ attempts to circumvent existing public order laws
and enforcement efforts, as well as potentially disrupt legitimate drone activities (e.g.
commercial) by physically occupying the lower airspace. An analogy would be how
8
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illegal demonstrations on the ground may obstruct pedestrian and vehicular traffic
along busy streets.
Drones may also be used to amplify the effects of illegal demonstrations
through live-streaming, physically reach out to people at high-rise buildings, and
challenge law enforcement efforts if deployed to monitor the movement of police
officers. This tactic was first seen in New York in 2011 when “Occupy” protestors
deployed a repurposed consumer drone to broadcast footage of protests across the
globe; this effectively helped the street demonstrations to transcend geographical
distances and reach out to more viewers through the online media space (Wagstaff
2011)
More profoundly, the use of drones for illegal demonstrations may be a
strategic move by protestors such as anarchists to challenge the state by physically
subverting its control (or perceived hegemony) of the lower airspace by taking to the
air besides taking to the streets, and enhance their anti-establishment messaging by
countering the public messaging by law enforcement and mainstream media. Hence,
such emergent public order issues can complicate the development of policing tactics,
and legislation to regulate or criminalise the use of drones (Graham 2016, pp. 23 – 25).
Terrorism
A terrorist drone attack on high-rise communal spaces (e.g. community
gatherings at sky parks) may be used as a possible tactic to evade tight security
measures (e.g. police patrols; bollards and vehicle barriers) on the horizontal ground in
order to generate an alarming spectacle and panic (besides casualties) comparable to
an attack (e.g. vehicle crash) on crowded streets. The September 2001 attack on the
World Trade Centre in New York and the purported weaponisation of drones by
terrorists may have been bellwethers of such a feared scenario (Warrick 2017). Highrise buildings, built taller and clustered closer, and incorporating facilities that draw
and connect people, may present more target-rich environments to terrorists as
compared to buildings that are more dispersed geographically (DHS 2011, p. 2.9).
Besides casualties, terrorists may target or sabotage high-rise facilities such as
vertical farms which are crucial to sustainable growth in cities. While the possibility of
terrorists (besides criminals and anti-social groups) targeting food supply as a means to
harm people is not a new concern (World Health Organisation 2002), high-tech vertical
farms would expand food sources beyond rural areas and into the cities, thus
presenting an additional urban security concern – agro terrorism and cyberattacks - to
security agencies (Khoo 2015, p. 10).
Terrorists (besides criminals) may also find it increasingly practicable to use
drones instead of human agents (on the ground) for pre-attack surveillance, countersurveillance, directing attacks, and video propaganda. The 2008 Mumbai attack, for
example, demonstrated the utility of live video coverage (although unwittingly by the
media) to terrorists during the course of attacks (Legal Correspondent 2012). While
certain measures (e.g. geo-fencing and electronic identifier) may reduce the risk of
9 Journal of Public Affairs | 2017
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drone attacks by regulating the purchase and use of larger drones that can carry larger
payloads, a possible gap may lie with light consumer drones which may be harder to
monitor and regulate, and can perform surveillance and video streaming functions.
Light drones may evade regulation as they can be acquired online and offline with ease,
and can be built using parts and instructions obtained from the internet (Ohio
University 2016).
Essentially, the use of drones would give terrorists and criminals a strategic
edge – air capability – which was previously the preserve of the military and law
enforcement (e.g. police helicopters and high-rise CCTVs). Hence, existing measures
for community vigilance, and surveillance and emergency response by security
agencies would need to adapt to terrorist threats against vertical communities.
Cyberspace
The vertical space of cities is set to grow smarter - digital and highly connected
- with the proliferation of drones and smart buildings. Smart buildings (residential and
commercial) - enabled by the Internet of Things (IoT/BIoT) – would see home
appliances, security systems, essential services (Infocomm technology, power and
water), features (lifts, lighting) and etc. connected to create a better living and working
environment (Thong 2016). For example, smart building concepts have been
introduced in Singapore’s public housing plans (HDB, 2014).
The smart vertical space, however, may introduce additional vectors for
cyberattacks that, at present, are posing a growing threat to (smart) cities. This
concern stems from the increasing number of interconnected devices and systems,
thus expanding the attack surface of cities to malicious acts by cybercriminals, cyber
activists, and state and non-state actors (Reys 2016). Existing measures, such as indoor
and perimeter CCTV cameras and physical access controls, to protect buildings and
systems may not be effective against virtual intruders who can infiltrate through the
vertical space where physical security and cybersecurity intertwine (Foster 2014). For
example, researchers from the Ben-Gurion University of Negev, Israel, reportedly
tested the use of drones to surreptitiously approach protected buildings and
circumvent “air-gapping” measures that protect the computers in them in order to
steal data (Dormehl 2017).
The underlying intent of cyberattacks can range from criminality to subversion
given that data that permeate smart devices and systems in the vertical space would
be channeled to the government’s systems (Tan 2017). Indeed, the gravity of
cyberattacks to nation states has driven the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO)
to recognise cyberspace as the fifth domain of war (NATO 2017), in which modern
cities are conceived as primary targets (Graham 2010, p. XXIV).
Given the vastness of cyberspace, cyberattacks coming through the vertical
space may manifest in various forms such as:
10
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a. Cyberattacks that use drones for “rooftop packet sniffing” – intercepting WiFi/Bluetooth signals to surreptitiously monitor network traffic and steal
passwords - may become more substantial as more systems and devices in
buildings are connected to the city’s smart infrastructure (Schureimen, West
and Schurer 2016). With advances in hacking tools and drone technology, this
tactic may pose a serious threat to the security and confidentiality of data
(private and public) transmission from smart buildings (Bosworth, Kabay and
Whyne 2009, p. 11).
b. Cyberattacks that infiltrate systems and devices in buildings can disrupt
essential services such as electrical power distribution, smart lifts (vertical
transportation), security CCTVs, and elderly/medical monitoring and alert
systems. For example, the hacking of smart lifts may result in public fear and
consequences comparable to the hacking of autonomous cars. The hacking of
elderly/medical monitoring and alert system, particularly in vertical
communities where there is a significant elderly population, may be
comparable to ransomware attacks on hospital systems. The impact of such
cyberattacks can be higher in high-rise buildings where the terrain makes
emergency response more challenging, hence may necessitate the formation of
municipal-level computer emergency response capabilities (Snow 2017).
c. Cyberattacks that result in “drone-jacking” (of individual commercial or
transport drones) can potentially cause accidents or facilitate a crime (Aviat
Drones 2017, p. 15). In addition, studies suggest that the global navigation
satellite systems (GPS) can be hacked (Crampton 2016). Hence, a drone traffic
management system – based on GPS - can possibly be compromised, thus
resulting in economic disruptions that may be comparable to the effects from
gridlocks stemming from compromised smart (road) traffic management
system.
In sum, threats to the vertical space of cities would stem from adversaries
(criminals, terrorists, etc.) adapting their tools and tactics in order to stay ahead of
security agencies. This would involve exploiting the opportunities that come with the
same features (drones and high-rise smart buildings) that enable the utilisation of the
vertical space. As cities strive to protect their vertical space, they may inadvertently
become more coveted as targets. A successful attack(s) would not only bring
significant gains (e.g. monetary, mass casualty, reputation) for the adversaries but also
leave an enduring psychological impact on the vertical communities.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS: VERTICAL POLICING FRAMEWORK
Given the plausible security challenges in the vertical space, Singapore and
other global cities would need to gird for the future by developing new policing
strategies as traditional approaches for vertical patrols and neighbourhood watch may
be inadequate to effectively protect the vertical space of cities. Essentially, policing
strategies should be proactive in order to keep cities safe and secure even as the
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spaces within growing. This would include sustaining the resilience of cities even as its
demographics and socio-economic character evolve (Dodds 2017). A framework for
vertical policing as shown in Figure 2 would be necessary to meet challenges from the
emergent threats and may entail adapting four enduring policing strategies:
intelligence, frontline operations, planning and community vigilance (Muhammad
2017a).
Figure 2: Framework for Vertical Policing

Intelligence
Intelligence-led policing has been one of the smart policing approaches
adopted by cities worldwide especially since the September 2001 terrorist attack in the
U.S highlighted the increasingly complex security landscape. This approach is relevant
to cities both in the developed and the developing world as criminals are fast
innovating by operating transnationally and exploiting new technologies (INTERPOL
2017). It leverages data for crime analysis and analytical software tools to predict
criminal and anomalous activities, assesses risks and informs decision-making (Casey
2013). For example, the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) has the PredPol system
and the Singapore Police Force (SPF) has the Computerised Criminal Intelligence
System (C-CRIS) (Berg 2014; Langlois 2008, p. 151).
As the vertical space of cities expands, security agencies need to incorporate a
deeper three-dimensional appreciation of the operating terrain in their crime analysis
practices and analytical software tools. Threats related to crime hotspots, persons of
12
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interest and anomalous activities including hostile drones may not be horizontally
limited to the streets. Rather, these threats (including risk levels) may be shaped by
the physical (e.g. building features) and socio-economic characteristics (e.g. household,
commercial and organisational occupants) of the vertical space (Challinger 2008). The
lower airspace where legitimate drone traffic would permeate, and (very) high-rise,
mixed-use and smart buildings or infrastructure need to be constantly monitored and
analysed for potential threats and vulnerabilities (Rawn 2015; Archibald et al. 2002, p.
15 – 16).
A deeper three-dimensional appreciation of the terrain may mark a paradigm
shift as the vertical space would cease being perceived as crime-free and solely
accessible (police helicopters, police drones, high-rise CCTVs) to security agencies for
the purpose of projecting security presence and enhancing situational awareness.
Security agencies need to ascertain whether any vertical space is optically or/and
physically inaccessible to them, thus creating a vacuum in security (Adey 2010, p. 61).
Both the vertical and horizontal spaces in cities would thus have operational relevance.
Leveraging smart technologies – police drones, high-rise CCTVs, ambient IoT
sensors in buildings and etc. – which may be powered by Artificial Intelligence (AI) can
enable better mobility and reach for the purposes of situational awareness and
intelligence collection at the vertical space (FICCI &EY 2015, p. 17). For Singapore,
there may be a need for more high-rise Police (Hawk Eye) cameras that are integrated
with public housing (Smart HDB homes) and future drone traffic management system.
The analysis of crime data using software tools when juxtaposed with analysis of other
data from smart technologies (sensors) may help to draw useful correlations that
provide actionable intelligence for security agencies (Prasad 2017).
Frontline Operations
Smart technologies can enhance operational capabilities – patrols and incident
response, including the interception of hostile drones - for vertical policing but their
efficacy is also contingent on how well policing tactics, procedures and training have
been adapted to suit the vertical space. Cities which lack the capacity and resources to
adopt smart technologies may leverage established mechanisms in the international
law enforcement community such as INTERPOL’s for support (Muhammad 2017b). The
following steps for adaptation may be necessary:
a. Security agencies must ensure that their investigative tactics can keep pace
with changes to criminal intent and tactics that are enabled by the disruptive
technologies (e.g. “Uberisation” of drones) and features (physical and
cyberspace) that may characterise the vertical space. For example, agencies
can learn from contemporary challenges faced in investigating crimes that
arose inadvertently from the proliferation of online social (Tinder, Grindr), ridesharing (Uber, Grab) and space-sharing (Airbnb, Share Desk) services. This
would require collaboration with stakeholders such as technology developers,
building/infrastructure managers, and municipal agencies.
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b. Security agencies must develop business continuity plans in the event a
cyberattack(s) compromises technological tools (e.g. police drones, police
CCTVs) and thus disrupt vertical policing. The plans may include leveraging (and
training) community assets (e.g. neighbourhood watch members, human
intelligence) as “eyes and ears on the ground” but this is predicated on
cultivating good community relations and field intelligence (HUMINT).
c. Security agencies must ensure that their incident response tactics can
effectively reach potential threats or situations in the vertical space. First,
coordination with ground forces and community assets may be requisite given
the harder-to-reach terrain. For example, Singapore has the “myResponder”
mobile app which can activate volunteers in the vicinity of cardiac arrest cases
while emergency responders are on the way. Second, police drones may be
exempted from automated control measures for privately-owned drones such
as geo-fencing and other sensors (sense-and-avoid) that help to safeguard
privacy and safe distance as these may impair operational reach.
d. Security agencies must ensure that the technologies used in incident response
are able to effectively establish the identity of and possibly intercept potential
threats. First, police drones must be able to identify rogue/suspicious drones
(e.g. via transmitted electronic identifier), similar to how intelligent street-level
CCTVs are capable of automated vehicle number plate recognition (ANPR).
Second, police drones may need facial/object recognition capabilities to
promptly identify suspicious persons/objects detected at high-rise levels,
similar to how police officers conduct checks on suspicious persons/objects at
the streets. Third, police drones may require certain offensive capabilities in
order to respond promptly to certain hostile incidents rather than wait for
police officers to arrive.
Planning (Strategic)
As the lower airspace may be the bustling vertical streets of the future and thus
entail the interests of multiple stakeholders, the deployment of police drones for
patrols would require more strategic planning.
Stakeholder Coordination
First, security agencies would need to coordinate with other public agencies in
order to comprehend how the lower airspace may be segmented into zones and
regulated in accordance with the drone traffic management system and prevailing
laws (e.g. Unmanned Aircraft (Public Safety and Security) Act), as well as the full
spectrum of drone owners/users and activities. Such coordination would also help
influence the development or updating of drone-related regulations and city
infrastructure that can support security functions. The significance of this stems from
the ever-evolving drone technology and market that would make the process of
updating regulations (e.g. in relation to Singapore’s Unmanned Aircraft (Public Safety
14
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and Security) Act) and enhancing city infrastructure a constant work-in-progress
(Zickuhr and Stahl 2016).
Inter-agency coordination can be part of a whole-of-society (WOS) approach to
strike a balance between the diverse and possibly conflicting interests (commercial
and social) of the various stakeholders; these are the drone manufacturers, civilian
airspace regulator, end users (commercial, leisure/hobbyists, interest/lobby groups,
public agencies), and developers and occupants/owners of private property and highrise buildings. Social (e.g. privacy intrusion vis-à-vis freedom to use drones), technical
and associated cost-sharing issues (e.g. failsafe systems, “sense and avoid” smart
sensors) may converge in these interests (Mohammed et al. 2014). For example,
pressures from private property owners to exclude drones from the lower airspace
directly above or near their land/buildings may hinder innovations in the use of drones
for commercial (and security) purposes; commercial users may politically lobby for
different drone rules (Rule 2014). Safety-related rules that restrict the use of
recreational drones over crowded public areas and during events may be decried by
hobbyists as discriminating in favour of corporations (e.g. commercial drones by aerial
photo/video service providers), and by activists as stifling public space and curtailing
free speech (Kopstein 2017; Garrett and Fish 2016). For example, current regulations
on the use of recreational drones in Singapore may be regarded by some hobbyists as
overly restrictive (Chen 2017, p. 158)
Six specific policy issues may apply in the WOS approach to address these
interests and these are: space (allotted aerial zones (horizontal and vertical) where
different users can fly drones safely and minimise conflict), technology (drone features
and physical infrastructure to ensure safe flight), incident management (procedures
and systems to mitigate emergencies in the airspace), human factors (relevant training
and licensing for different types of drone users), security controls (physical and cyber;
responsibility of each stakeholder), and privacy (no-fly space and lines of property
rights) (Low et al. 2014).
Given the complexity of the WOS approach, it should be undertaken by a
government-led committee that is supported by working groups that look into each
policy issue particularly on aspects of regulatory procedures and (technical) capacity
building. These policy issues may intertwine with ongoing and upcoming smart
city/nation initiatives. For example, the national ICT infrastructure that will be built
over the next two decades for smart cities (and smart buildings) projects would need
to incorporate a network of high-rise IoT sensors and CCTV cameras, augmented with
AI and video analytics (iHLS 2017), for the purpose of supporting security functions
(monitor drones and surveillance of high-rise areas/activities) on top of environmental
monitoring and regulating drone traffic. An architectural website article “The ThreeDimensional City: How Drones Will Impact the Future Urban Landscape” further
illustrates this point:
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“Urban three-dimensional space designed with drones in mind could address
some of these obstacles by providing locations for sensors and consistent access to
wireless networks for drones to maintain communications.”
“Architects will play an important role in designing cities that appropriately
respond to this unprecedented multidimensional urban space, making buildings that
work to facilitate drone navigation and communication rather than inhibit it.” (Rawn
2015)
The composition of the committee and its working groups must have adequate
representation from each stakeholder group to ensure that all relevant interests,
including the private sector such as building developers and building owners, are fairly
considered. The committee may also leverage existing bilateral and multilateral
platforms (e.g. The Future of Cities and Urbanisation Agenda – World Economic Forum)
and multidisciplinary forums (e.g. Future Cities Laboratory - ETH Zurich/Singapore) to
engage and exchange ideas with major cities overseas that similarly anticipate vibrant
vertical spaces in the long term. For example, the European Union (EU) is developing
plans and standards (U-Space) – to ensure safety, privacy and security - for individuals
and businesses to operate drones in the lower airspace (up to 150 metres) including in
EU cities (European Commission 2016).
An exploration of the formation of this WOS approach and its key success
factors, however, is beyond the scope of this paper. Nonetheless, it is important to
note that certain cities, unlike city-states such as Singapore, may face more planning
challenges subject to the country’s structure of governance which may be multilevel
and with each level having different responsibilities and considerations. For example,
the U.S Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) on one hand is concerned that different
state-level and local-level regulations on the use of drones could limit the efficacy of
federal-level regulations to ensure the safe use of drones (FAA 2015). On the other
hand, cities (i.e. local-level) may see excessive federal-level actions as stifling local
economic interests and innovation (Widener 2016).
Pre-empting Public Concerns
Second, the deployment of police drones with offensive and AI-enabled
surveillance capabilities must be calibrated as it may draw public concerns over
accountability, safety, data protection and privacy (McNeal 2014). Subject to the sociocultural context and demarcation of the lower airspace which would be determined by
the drone traffic management system, certain communities may demand that security
agencies secure a warrant from the court before police drones can be dispatched for
surveillance and interception duties (Zaleski 2016). This legal requirement may limit
the operational efficacy of police drones and delay the detection and neutralisation of
threats, and may even escalate into a heated political contestation over these public
concerns (Merrill and Troen 2014). Hence, security agencies require strong
relationship with and support from the community – to obviate such legal
requirements - for (ubiquitous) drone patrols to be effective.
16
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Community Vigilance
Community vigilance would be crucial to supporting security agencies in
detecting and deterring threats in the vertical space (within buildings and contiguous
lower airspace). Residents and tenants in vertical communities may be aware of
certain local issues that can have security implications. They can play a role in looking
out for hostile drones and suspicious/unusual persons who may portend an imminent
security threat to people, and smart devices and systems (ICT, essential services).
Inputs from the communities can also be instrumental in the formulation of
vertical policing strategies; this would bolster the cities’ resilience by facilitating the
analysis of threats through information-sharing and enhancing emergency response
plans (Dodds 2017). The importance of such inputs would grow with the expansion of
the vertical space (e.g. mixed use buildings) at it may involve multiple stakeholders
besides residents and tenants. Hence, the formulation of vertical policing strategies
(e.g. emergency response and crisis communications) may be a more complicated
process. For Singapore, such strategies may entail expanding the current efforts
undertaken by programmes such as Neighbourhood Watch Zone (NWZ) and Citizens
on Patrol (COP).
Security awareness and sense of guardianship are key elements of community
vigilance (Challinger 2008, p. 3; Townsley et al. 2013, p. 16). These elements can be
fostered through regular and meaningful social interactions. Ideally, the design of (very)
high rise and mixed use buildings/infrastructure should translate the social interactions
that occur at the horizontal space (e.g. streets and parks) into the vertical space
(Hitzler 2016, p. 63).
However, challenges abound as the confluence of certain attenuating factors
can potentially hamper social interactions; the following may be more significant:
a. Physical features of high-rise buildings may not facilitate social interactions
among residents (and tenants) given certain constraints in building high density
on limited land. Furthermore, certain physical security features in buildings
may limit opportunities and space for social interactions (Townsley et al. 2013,
p. 66). Nevertheless, it is increasingly crucial for urban planners and building
developers to consciously plan for spaces that can facilitate social interactions
given the expansion of the vertical space.
b. Socio-cultural differences in global cities that may arise due to migration from
within and outside the country may hamper the cultivation of social bonds that
underpin a sense of community. Such differences, if unmanaged, can result in
social fragmentation that may be inimical to security. With appropriate
integration strategies, such differences can be tapped as a rich diversity of
cultures that may enrich social interactions (European Union 2011, p. 34).
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c. Social media and digitisation of daily life, as they permeate, may reduce the
need for real-life social interactions and the meaningful use of public space.
While online technologies (e.g. Facebook, chat groups) can foster useful
connections in the virtual space, people may spend more time in isolation
(Hitzler 2016, pp. 1 - 2). Hence, online technologies can complement but
cannot substitute meaningful social interactions in the physical space where
communities need to exercise vigilance against real-life threats.
Given the challenges, security agencies would need to coordinate with various
stakeholders in the vertical communities – such as urban planners, building developers
and potential residents/tenants - from the outset. The purpose of such coordination
extends beyond the inclusion of CPTED principles into the design of the vertical space,
but of strategic importance, to influence the creation of spaces that can facilitate
meaningful social interactions with the view of building community vigilance. The next
step would be to collaborate with the relevant stakeholders in optimising the utility of
the spaces (e.g. hosting community gatherings, vertical block parties) to bring people
together and build up relationships (Chia 2014). This collaboration can be subsumed
under the government-led WOS approach - proposed earlier in this paper - to consider
the diverse interests of the various stakeholders of the vertical space.
Given that community vigilance also depends heavily on the relationship
between the state and the community, such collaboration should also aim to produce
programmes that promote and sustain a healthy relationship – trust and confidence between people and security agencies. Security agencies, after all, are public
institutions that perform the functions of the state. Singapore is one example of how a
healthy relationship can help the people understand that community vigilance and
police efforts are concomitant aspects of effective law enforcement, but other cities
may face more difficult and deep-rooted relationship issues (Rosenberg, 2016). This
point can also be inferred from a 2011 study commissioned by the Danish Security and
Intelligence Service (PET) which noted that attitudes towards enhanced security
measures are generally positive if there is a healthy level of communal trust and trust
in the state (Muhammad 2017c; Nielson, Laisen and Wandorf 2016).
CONCLUSION
The expansion of the vertical space of cities including Singapore’s is a multidimensional matter and its security would thus require a multi-pronged approach.
Homeland security agencies would need to keep abreast of and analyse the various
issues and trends that may shape the plausible scenarios of vertical urbanism in order
to anticipate the emergent threats (and challenges) that may permeate the vertical
space. Cooperation between the security agencies of cities within countries and
internationally may be instrumental to this endeavour.
Vertical policing strategies for intelligence, frontline operations, planning and
community vigilance would need to adapt to meet challenges from the emergent
18
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threats (Muhammad 2017a). Vertical policing strategies should also be proactive in
order to keep cities safe and secure even as the spaces within grow.
Hence, homeland security agencies especially the Police and civil defence
would need to participate in the planning and development of the vertical space of
cities. This should begin with close coordination with the various stakeholders in
vertical communities (public, private and residents/tenants) from the onset, given that
the diverse interests of various stakeholders may result in the vertical space
developing wider social, economic and political meanings with further implications on
security. Such coordination can be part of a government-led whole-of-society (WOS)
approach to looking into specific policy issues that address the diverse and possibly
conflicting interests of the various stakeholders of the vertical space. The approach
may also leverage existing bilateral and multilateral platforms and multidisciplinary
forums to engage and exchange ideas with major cities overseas that similarly
anticipate vibrant vertical spaces in the long term. An exploration of the formation of
this WOS approach and its key success factors, however, is beyond the scope of this
paper.
As the vertical space is evolving, there is also a need for further research into
capacity building for the policing of the lower airspace (proliferation of drones) which
would be the vertical streets of the future. Specifically, further research in terms of
horizon scanning would be useful for deeper exploration into the four strategies of the
vertical policing framework that was discussed earlier in this paper.
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Fintech and the Future of Finance
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ABSTRACT
The application of technological innovations to
the finance industry (Fintech) has been
attracting tens of billions of dollars in venture
capital in recent years. Examples of Fintech
innovations include digital cash transfer
services in Kenya and India, and peer-to-peer
lending platforms in China. These services,
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conducted. This is important because
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sustainable economic growth is strongly linked
with financial inclusion. The successful
ISSN 1793-5342 (print); ISSN 2382adoption of Fintech to increase financial
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inclusion is highly dependent on competent
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Public Policy, National University of regulatory oversight. By examining varying
degrees of success in the adoption of Fintech
Singapore
services in Kenya, India and China this paper
argues that adopting a responsive regulatory approach, rather than an overly
interventionist one, is the most suitable framework for boosting financial inclusion
through technological innovation.
INTRODUCTION
This paper will examine the impact of technological innovation on the financial
sector, an industry commonly known as Fintech. The focus of the paper is on how
Fintech has expanded access to finance for millions of people in developing
economies, with a specific interest in the role of regulatory frameworks in facilitating
that process. The paper is a qualitative analysis of three case studies that have utilised
technology in the pursuit of inclusive finance: cashless payment systems in India and
Kenya, and peer-to-peer lending in China.
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By inductively probing the varying degrees of success across cases, the
argument will be advanced that designing appropriate regulatory architecture is
critical to maximizing the benefits of technological innovation. More precisely, a light
regulatory touch is required in the early phases to encourage innovation and
experimentation. As successful sectors and companies grow, regulators must adapt
the architecture to impose stricter controls and oversight without weighing the sector
down with overly burdensome compliance requirements. Excessive or poorly planned
state intervention at any point in the process can be counter-productive.
The paper will begin by defining key terms, then discuss the link between
inclusive finance and sustainable economic growth in developing countries. It will then
highlight the potential for technological innovation to increase financial inclusion, with
special attention given to the importance of regulatory architecture. After a brief
discussion of methodology, the paper will move onto the case studies before
concluding with a series of policy implications. Because Fintech involves the
intersection of both the financial and technology sectors, how it should be regulated
(as a financial instrument or a utility or something entirely different), and the
appropriate design of the regulatory architecture are important puzzles for policymakers and researchers. Those puzzles form the primary research questions this paper
seeks to address, with a heavy emphasis on the public policy implications that can be
drawn from the case studies.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Fintech companies – defined here as companies that apply technological
innovations to increase efficiency and/or expand access to the finance industry – have
proliferated in recent years and are attracting increased interest from venture
capitalists. In 2016, Fintech companies received $17.4 billion in global investment, 11%
more than the previous year, and that number is expected to continue rising
(Wintermeyer 2017). This paper will focus on Fintech innovations in two areas:
cashless digital transactions and peer-to-peer lending platforms. Both areas represent
examples of technology (mobile phones and the applications and software that run on
them) being innovatively used by companies to satisfy previously un-met market
needs. Moreover, both cashless payment systems and peer-to-peer lending platforms,
when properly used, are powerful tools of inclusive finance.
This is important because there is strong evidence linking financial inclusion
with sustainable economic growth. In the context of this article, financial inclusion is
defined as “improving the range, quality and availability of finance services to the
underserved and the financially excluded.... [This] implies that both unbanked and
under-banked households and firms” receive access to banking services, like bank
accounts and payment settlement mechanisms, as well as credit (Stein 2010). The
literature linking inclusive financial systems with economic growth, particularly in
developing countries, is substantial. Studies have consistently found a positive
relationship between financial inclusion and an increase in life expectancy, literacy and
per capita income (Kodan 2013; Sarma 2010). This makes intuitive sense. When
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marginalised and underprivileged populations gain access to financial resources from
which they were previously excluded, it creates a range of new opportunities and
tends to boost income (Asongu 2016a). Policy-makers who wish to create sustainable
economic growth should therefore design policies that encourage financial inclusion,
and expand access to financial services as widely as possible (Nabi 2013).
One of the most effective tools for accomplishing this is through the prudent
application of technology, especially the use of mobile phones to conduct banking
activities (Mishra and Bisht 2013; Singh 2012; Kirui et al, 2013). While the positive
effect of mobile phone penetration on expanding access to finance is well established,
precisely how to design and implement effective policies has been less thoroughly
investigated and is the primary subject of this paper. High quality regulatory
architecture has been linked with inclusive and sustainable growth (Asongu 2016b),
but there is no clear consensus on what that regulatory architecture should look like.
When it comes to technology and financial inclusion, the main barriers to successful
implementation are of regulatory nature, as state officials must decide whether to
regulate mobile banking and peer-to-peer lending as technological or financial
instruments (Klein and Mayer 2011). Furthermore, while the state can incentivise
financial institutions to embrace inclusive policies (Swarmy 2010), poorly timed or
conceived incentives can have a negative effect on development, as will be discussed
in the cases below.
This paper seeks to inductively probe a series of cases where Fintech has been
applied to increase inclusive financial development in Kenya, India and China. The goal
is to specify what distinguishes an effective regulatory environment from an
ineffective or potentially counter-productive one. The cases have been selected based
on how effectively Fintech services were adopted in each country to create an
inclusive financial environment. Kenya’s M-PESA mobile banking system is possibly the
most successful in the world (Buku and Meredith 2013). Similar cashless payment
systems in India are popular, but not as successful and the volume of mobile banking
transactions has not increased month over month as it has in Kenya, as the following
case studies will show. An analysis of the regulatory architecture in each country will
help explain this divergence. China’s peer-to-peer lending sector has also been
selected as it is a successful example of a regulatory regime adapting itself to Fintech
innovations in the banking sector, specifically the way capital and credit were being
allocated. An analysis of how the Chinese government adapted its regulatory
architecture as the peer-to-peer lending industry grew will provide useful policy
lessons for designing similarly inclusive policies, particularly with respect to how it
timed the implementation of its regulations.
The case study method allows for a detail-rich, qualitative comparison (using
academic analyses, contemporary media accounts and Central Bank data) of how the
regulatory architecture impacted the adoption of Fintech to promote financial
inclusion in each case. Explaining this variance will provide insight into what the most
appropriate regulatory approach is when the goal is to broaden access to financial
resources. This kind of contextual analysis is useful for explaining and understanding
3
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the impact and adoption of Fintech in economic development (Donner and Tellez
2008). The conclusions reached in this paper will be useful for practitioners who are
facing similar policy challenges, as well as researchers who can test the arguments
advanced on additional cases or with quantitative models using larger sample sizes.
KENYA AND THE SUCCESS OF M-PESA
In Kenya, M-PESA, a digital cash transfer service founded in 2007, is an
instructive example of Fintech innovation responding to an unmet marked need.
Kenyan telecom company Safaricom already had a monopoly on the telecom network
in Kenya; M-PESA simply partnered with the existing network provider to add their
service and by 2014 had penetrated 90% of the market. The service they offer is in
high demand by consumers for its convenience and efficiency, and the infrastructure
already existed to support it (Mas 2011). It simply required the right technological
innovation to deliver a service that could thrive in the following conditions: many
people in Kenya had cell phones but no debit cards, and poor physical infrastructure
made going to the bank burdensome, particularly for rural populations. An opportunity
existed for anyone who could design a technology to facilitate cash transfers using the
existing telecom network and M-PESA stepped into the role. This is an example of how
the Fintech industry can contribute to new frontiers in digital finance: by addressing
market needs that are currently not being met through the prudent application of
technology.
The advantage that these digital cash transfer services have, and the reason
they can be deployed quickly and on-board millions of customers in a short period of
time, is because the only real asset is the technology itself. By piggy-backing on
existing infrastructure, such as Safaricom’s telecom network, M-PESA could establish
itself very quickly, with low start-up capital requirements and no need to invest in or
build out expensive and time-consuming infrastructure (Chuen 2015). Fintech is often
successfully adopted when a clever piece of technology is delivered to the existing
market and fulfils an unmet need. It can gain widespread market penetration very
quickly and in doing so expand financial services to millions of people.
The other important part of this story is that as M-PESA grew, the Central Bank
of Kenya recognized that it needed to step in and clarify the regulatory environment.
In 2009 the Bank ruled that digital payment services were not banking services,
allowing for a lighter regulatory touch that helped prevent the burgeoning service
from being tied down by burdensome regulations (Mwega 2014). This highlights the
importance of striking the right regulatory balance at an early phase of development.
Once it became clear that millions of people were using M-PESA, the Central Bank
quickly decided how to regulate it, thereby eliminating confusion about the legal
status of the service and under what conditions it could operate. This kind of quick and
effective regulatory clarification is also present in the way Chinese regulators handled
the growth of peer-to-peer lending. It is notably absent, or at least was implemented
less effectively, in India with subsequently mixed results. Such regulatory clarification
reduces uncertainty for investors and consumers, spells out the rules of the game and
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allows technology companies to develop financially inclusive strategies with
confidence. The following graph supports this interpretation.

Source: Data retrieved from the Central Bank of Kenya website, retrieved July 28,
2017,. https://www.centralbank.go.ke/national-payments-system/mobile-payments/
In 2007, the volume of mobile payment transactions in Kenya was negligible,
even though a substantial market for this service existed. As M-PESA began to cater to
that market, mobile transactions increased in volume. This trend accelerated after
2009 once the new regulatory architecture had been decided upon and implemented
by the Central Bank. As of June 2017, there were approximately 150 million mobile
transactions per month, an impressive rate of growth over ten years. This growth, and
the vast expansion of access to banking services for previously un-served customers,
was made possible by a Fintech company using technology to deliver a service for
which there was a large demand but no means of meeting it. Furthermore, the Central
Bank took prudent regulatory action at an early phase to allow M-PESA to develop and
deliver this service without over-burdening it with regulatory requirements. It also
quickly clarified under what conditions the service could operate. This is an instructive
example of how Fintech is well-positioned to develop new modes of finance, and the
important role that sound regulatory architecture plays in that process.
INDIA AND THE CHALLENGES OF MOBILE BANKING
India is another market where a large potential for mobile banking and digital
transactions exist, but is currently being under-served. As in Kenya, government
officials are trying to fashion an appropriate policy framework to address this deficit,
but the results have thus far been mixed.
5
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Data from the World Bank’s Financial Inclusion Data Index indicate that only
53% of adult Indians had a bank account in 2014.2 Nearly half the adult population at
that time – several hundred million people – were settling all financial transactions off
the books. For a country the size of India, this represents a huge volume of economic
activity that is simply never captured in official metrics like GDP or domestic
consumption. It also created conditions for Fintech companies, in tandem with
government policy, to on-board millions of new customers to cashless payment
platforms aimed at boosting financial inclusion.
As in Kenya, Fintech companies in India are targeting this under-served
demographic and offering digital financial services. The most popular is Paytm, a
cashless e-wallet system that reached 200 million users in February 2017 (Variyar
2017). Part of Paytm’s success can be attributed to a 2014 government programme
designed to open 200 million new accounts for the unbanked poor. As the government
induced more and more people to open bank accounts, the market for a digital
transaction service like Paytm grew in proportion. In late 2016, demonetisation (a
sweeping government program to withdraw a substantial percentage of all cash from
circulation) further expanded the market for cashless transactions and Paytm received
a vote of confidence in the form of a $1.4 billion investment from Softbank in May
2017 (Rai 2017). For people who may not have debit cards, but do have mobile
phones, this kind of innovative technological solution embodies the potential of the
Fintech industry. When it comes to meeting modern challenges of finance, leveraging
technology in this way can be very effective, especially when coupled with sound
public policy.
However, creating the right regulatory framework and developing appropriate
policies that encourage sustainable growth without stifling innovation is a major
challenge. The regulatory framework must carefully balance systemic security and
economic stability with the need to allow entrepreneurial ventures room to grow and
experiment. When the policies complement one another, as in the case of M-PESA and
the Central Bank of Kenya, it can allow a needed service to flourish. When the
government intervenes at the wrong time or with ill-considered policy or regulatory
over-reach it can be, it can be counter-productive. The case of demonetisation in India
at the end of 2016 is a good example of the latter.
In November 2016, Prime Minister Modi announced that all INR 500 and INR
1000 notes – 86% of the cash in circulation - would be withdrawn. The plan that had
been in the works for several months, but was restricted to only a very small group of
upper-echelon policy-makers and rolled out with little inter-agency planning or
consultation (Reuters 2016). The policy was announced and implemented suddenly.
3

2
3

Data drawn from http://datatopics.worldbank.org/financialinclusion/country/india
Approximately $7.80 and $15.70 USD, respectively, as of August 1, 2017.
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It was immensely disruptive and likely caused India’s GDP to dip at the end of
2016 while lowered forecasts for 2017 (World Bank 2017), though growth is expected
to recover. Several people may have died as an indirect result - for instance, when taxi
drivers refused to take them to the hospital when they tried to pay using the nowbanned notes (Banerjee 2016). For people who kept large cash reserves, particularly
the rural poor and unbanked who do not keep their money in bank accounts, vast
amounts of net wealth and value were wiped out. Modi stated that the goal was to
target so-called black money, cash being hoarded by criminals, drug dealers and other
off-book transactions, and to bring that capital into the formal economy (Kazvin 2016).
And indeed, in tandem with the increasing penetration of digital finance services
provided by Fintech firms, the policy has had beneficial effects. As noted earlier, the
sudden withdrawal of huge amounts of cash from circulation has been a boon to
digital banking and cash transfer services like Paytm. Many millions of people are now
integrated into the formal economy through digital finance platforms. But the process
was hugely disruptive. It wiped out much accumulated legitimate wealth, impacted
millions of people’s lives negatively and blunted a year of strong GDP growth. It was a
policy formulated by a small group, not properly vetted and apparently did not
consider the widespread disruption it would pose for the economy. This highlights why
the interplay between technology innovation in finance and government policy-making
is so important. In the end, demonetisation helped on-board millions of new users to
digital finance platforms. But it came with real economic and human costs.
Furthermore, the long-term impacts of the policy are unclear. After an initial increase
in the volume of digital transactions and online banking, many consumers have
seemingly returned to cash. The chart below indicates a steep drop in the volume of
mobile banking transactions following demonetisation, with a gradual return to
slower, more moderate growth in recent months.

Source: Data obtained from Reserve Bank of India weekly statistics, retrieved July 28,
2017, https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/BS_PressReleaseDisplay.aspx?prid=39469.
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This decrease in the volume of mobile banking transactions coincides with the
issuance in early 2017 of new regulatory requirements for e-wallets like Payam,
including stricter compliance standards, capital reserve minimums and caps on
transfers to bank accounts (Moray 2017). These steps indicate that the Reserve Bank
intends to regulate cashless wallet services more like a financial instrument than a
strictly technological innovation. More data is needed to reach a definitive conclusion
on the precise effect Indian policy-making and regulatory architecture will have on
mobile banking and cashless payments in the country. But while demonetisation
coincided with an initial increase in online banking, the numbers quickly dropped again
while the policy itself severely disrupted the economy. This kind of inconclusive result
from interventionist regulatory policies in India is not uncommon (Joseph and
Varghese 2014).
CHINA AND PEER-TO-PEER LENDING
Another area where Fintech can generate opportunities for under-served
sections of the economy is through peer-to-peer lending platforms. Peer-to-peer
lending platforms - mobile phone applications and software that match borrowers
with lenders without a traditional intermediary, like a bank or broker - expand access
to capital to millions of small business owners and consumers who historically have
had to turn to usurious moneylenders, inefficient shadow banking systems or simply
do without when they were unable to secure loans from traditional banks (Allen 2016).
These peer-to-peer platforms are generally purveying small loans to borrowers with
little collateral or no credit scores. The loans tend to be personal or for small
businesses, but the amounts are so small that traditional banks have often felt it is not
worth the effort to underwrite or issue them. By pooling capital from many sources,
the risk of default is theoretically spread out and decentralised, rather than
concentrated on a single bank’s balance sheet (Lenz 2016).
The peer-to-peer lending industry has taken off in China, probably because it
addressed a particularly acute structural problem in the Chinese economy: that of
matching capital with borrowers. In particular, small and medium-sized enterprises
have historically found it difficult to get loans from large banks which are heavily
connected to or owned by the state (Wang 2004). Further, although the savings rate in
China is very high, interest rates paid on bank accounts are anaemic, which drives
people to seek more profitable ways to deploy their capital. Fintech innovators
stepped in to match these two market participants – small business owners unable to
secure loans from traditional banks, and holders of capital looking for a decent return
on their savings – with one another through simple online platforms. Peer-to-peer
lending platforms have rushed to capture this capital and direct it to more efficient
uses, going from a single platform in 2007 to almost 2,000 today (Lin 2017)
This has had several effects. Because peer-to-peer lending is capturing so much
capital, the large banks have been forced to address some of their structural
inefficiencies and seek to improve the consumer experience so that they can compete
with the Fintech companies (Economist 2017). It has also served an important
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economic function, which is to supply capital to a wide array of economic actors who
would otherwise not have access to it and improve the efficiency of allocation. This
boosts consumption and small business creation, improving overall economic
efficiency. It has also drawn the shadow banking system out from the shadows. China
has a long history of a massive shadow banking system in which small borrowers were
vulnerable to fraud and usurious interest rates. This shadow banking system has
increasingly been drawn into the formal economy through peer-to-peer lending
platforms (Arner 2015). This brings a largely hidden sector of the finance industry into
the formal economy and subjects it to regulations and taxation, all of which is a net
economic benefit.
The market for peer-to-peer lending in China has now surpassed $100 billion in
value (Weinland 2017). It is no longer a small, innovative way for overlooked
borrowers to get matched with the capital they need but has attracted large retail
investors and reached systemic importance. The growth of the industry required a reevaluation of the regulatory environment, and China took steps to update its policies
in 2015. Like the Central Bank of Kenya, China’s new regulatory approach to peer-topeer lending is an instructive example of how sound regulatory architecture can help
promote financial inclusion.
As peer-to-peer lending grew from a small section of the economy into a $100
billion industry, Chinese regulators moved quickly to clarify the industry’s legal status
and establish clear rules and regulations, just as the Central Bank did in Kenya with MPESA. Many in the tech industry resisted these regulatory overtures, because the main
advantage of peer-to-peer lending platforms was that they simply matched borrowers
with capital, and therefore did not have to retain capital reserves of their own as the
loans were not being booked on their balance sheets (Wall Street Journal 2015). This
argument was valid if the industry remained small. But once Fintech firms began
facilitating tens of billions of dollars in loans and courting large retail investors, it
graduated to a systemically important segment of the economy. In 2015 the China
Banking Regulatory Commission recognised this and imposed stricter licensing and
capital requirements (Reuters 2016). Since the new regulations were imposed, the rate
of growth measured in outstanding loans has slowed from 5.7 percent in July 2016 to 4
percent in March 2017, while the gross value of all loans has increased to nearly $130
billion (Lockett 2017). This indicates that the stricter regulatory requirements have not
significantly impacted the growth of the peer-to-peer sector, while still ensuring a
minimal standard of quality and security for the types of loans being issued.
This was accomplished through the design and implementation of prudent
regulatory architecture that does not impose mandatory capital requirements or shut
down non-conforming entities in an ad-hoc, abrupt or poorly considered manner, as
with India’s demonetisation. A tiered structure was developed that allows Fintech
companies to operate in their field until they attain a certain size based on assets and
volume of transactions (Arner 2015). After that, they are required to enter into a
partnership with a larger, more established financial institution that is sufficiently
capitalised, and submit to stricter compliance requirements.
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This structure allows Fintech innovators the freedom to experiment when they
have limited assets, and limited potential to create systemic risks. If their business
model is successful, that success will beget additional regulatory scrutiny, which is
sensible in the finance industry when billions of dollars are at stake. Tougher licensing
requirements and oversight is also intended to discourage fraud, which has become an
increasingly acute problem as the industry grows (Weinland 2017). While tighter
regulatory scrutiny may hamper the freewheeling, style favoured by Fintech
companies, when it comes to finance innovation should not be left unchecked
indefinitely. The Chinese authorities created a more stable regulatory environment for
the peer-to-peer sector, and it does not appear to have had a disruptive effect on the
economy or dramatically slowed the rate of growth in the industry. This appears to be
another example of striking the appropriate regulatory balance by responding to
changing circumstances as they develop, rather than forcefully intervening through
policy.
CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Technological innovation has the potential to revolutionise global finance by
making it more inclusive, decentralised and egalitarian. A report by McKinsey
estimates that advances in Fintech can potentially expand digital banking to 1.6 billion
people in emerging economies and increase the volume of loans extended to
individuals and businesses by $2.1 trillion by 2025 (Manyika et al. 2016). Fintech’s
greatest asset is that it is nimble and can deployed to leverage existing infrastructure
and government policies to make finance more inclusive. This is important for the
future of finance, as inclusive finance is strongly linked with sustainable economic
growth.
But successful adoption of financially inclusive policies also requires striking an
appropriate regulatory balance: one that encourages innovation and growth in new
industries and technologies, while also clarifying regulatory requirements and
developing policies that ensure stability and a minimal standard of systemic security as
those sectors grow. In Kenya, M-PESA did this by capitalising on existing mobile phone
penetration in the country. As the service rapidly grew, the Central Bank of Kenya
made a timely decision to regulate it primarily as a telecom, excusing it from
burdensome capital and compliance requirements. This clarified regulatory confusion
and allowed the service to confidently pursue an expansion strategy. It now has
reached approximately 90% of the population, spearheading a massive expansion of
access to financial resources and banking services.
A similar sequence of events occurred in China, with regard to the peer-to-peer
lending industry. In its initial phase, peer-to-peer mobile applications used technology
to match relatively small-scale borrowers with lenders, thereby servicing portions of
the population that had been neglected by traditional financial intermediaries, like
commercial banks. In this early phase of development, Chinese regulators took a
relatively hands-off approach, establishing guidelines that only imposed strict
regulatory requirements once outstanding loans reached a certain threshold and
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posed a systemic vulnerability. In 2015, as the sector reached $100 billion in assets,
regulators imposed stricter rules, but did so in a measured way that phased in
compliance standards and capital requirements over time. This forced the sector to
become more structured and less vulnerable to fraud and instability without
significantly reducing growth, although additional data collected over time will be
needed to reach a definitive conclusion.
These two cases are usefully compared with the policy approach in India. Like
Kenya, India also has a large rural population lacking access to basic banking and
financial services. Also like Kenya, Fintech companies have developed innovative ways
to expand banking services to those populations through mobile phones and mobile
applications. To incentivise the adoption of these Fintech services, Indian policymakers implemented many initiatives designed to encourage people to stop using cash
and switch to online banking and digital payment services. The results have been
mixed. Cashless transactions have increased in net terms. But in the case of
demonetisation, the policy incurred substantial economic disruption and it is unclear
how much it contributed to increasing online banking and cashless transactions as the
volume of online banking transactions quickly subsided within a few months of
demonetisation, for instance).
Although more data will help establish these findings more thoroughly and
elaborate on them, the analysis of these cases suggests that attempts to force the
issue by driving people toward Fintech services with blunt policy tools can be counterproductive. In Kenya and China, Fintech industries were allowed to develop at their
own pace and once they posed a systemic risk or required regulatory clarification, the
relevant authorities did so in response to the natural trajectory of each sector. In India,
the government took a more pro-active and interventionist approach that caused
significant economic disruption without yielding any clearly positive result. From a
public policy perspective, this indicates that designing effective regulatory architecture
for inclusive finance is best conceived of as a responsive action. That is to say,
governments should allow Fintech companies to pioneer new services and
technologies to meet un-met market needs, employing a relatively light regulatory
touch in the early phase. As new services prove their utility and grow, regulators
should respond to the specific demands of these new markets as they emerge (by
providing regulatory clarity and establishing minimum standards of stability and
security tailored for that market, for instance). The analysis conducted here suggests
that intervening too forcefully to shape the market through policy-making and
regulatory intervention can produce unwanted effects, with no guarantee that the
policy goal of expanded access to finance will be achieved.
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Amazon’s home assistant, Echo, became a key
piece of evidence in a 2015 murder case as the
device was believed to be recording crucial
conversation on the night of the victim’s death.
In the ‘era of ubiquitous listening’, where
devices constantly scan for user voice command
to perform tasks, violation to privacy results
from user’s response to smart technology. This
exploratory paper examines behavioural
vulnerabilities that are prone to exploitation in
the adoption of speech-activated home
assistants and considers the implications in
terms of privacy challenges arising from mass
adoption of the technology. Anthropomorphism
is a behavioural trait that leads to the likelihood
of speech-activated devices being exploited. It
encompasses factors such as intonation cues,
visual cues, convenience, and sociability.
Habituation to the presence of speech-activated
home assistants gives rise to challenges to user
privacy and security. For practitioners, legal
provision must be made to accommodate
potentially
ubiquitous
speech-activated
technology.

INTRODUCTION
Amazon’s home assistant, Echo, became the unwitting star of a 2015 murder
case as the device was believed to be recording key conversation on the night of the
victim’s death (Buhr 2016). Initially designed to improve the quality of lives of the
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general public, the unforeseen consequences of intelligent technology are becoming
obvious over time. In what the MIT Technology Review called the ‘era of ubiquitous
listening’ (Talbot 2013), devices constantly scan for user voice command to perform
tasks instead of requiring manual forms of control such as hardware button. Voice
recognition technology is key to this development. The ability of machine to ‘listen’ is a
step towards making human-machine interface seamless. Voice as interface is seen as
more intuitive for humans compared to the current keyboard-mouse combo input
interface (Canny 2016). Voice recognition capability of devices has advanced. Google
Home, for instance, is now able to recognise and support up to six different user voices
(Townsend 2017). Although imperfect - voice recognition accuracy is affected by
background noise as well as recording quality and may not be able to comprehend
certain accents (Calore 2017; Bhagat 2016), consumers have been able to interact via
speech with a range of devices for a number of years. Apple’s Siri, which was launched
in October 2011, was the first widely used speech recognition for smartphones. At the
time of writing, Siri has been incorporated into Apple’s first ever home assistant,
HomePod (Pardes 2017). In November 2014, Echo was introduced to the American
public. In 2016, Google launched several apps that incorporate audio interactive
technology: (a) Assistant (a voice-enabled virtual assistant); (b) Home (a device that
allow home owners to chat with Google search assistant and other home devices using
voice commands); (c) Pixel (its first ever smartphone); and (d) Allo, a messaging app
that incorporates Assistant as well as uses smart photo recognition technology and
non-text based communication (emojis) (Fitzsimmons 2016).
With advancements in artificial intelligence (AI), voice recognition capability is
projected to improve in future. In a lecture, machine learning expert Andrew Ng noted
that speech recognition capability has progressed – though incremental (4%), this has
the potential to change the way users interact with technology (Singularity Lectures
2016). Microsoft, for example, had developed a new speech recognition technology
that can transcribe conversation speech as well as professional human transcriptionist,
with a word error rate of 5.9% (Galeon 2016). IBM’s Watson AI computer is now better
able to recognise conversational speech, with the word error rate down to 6.9% from
its previous record of 8% (Takahashi 2016; Saon 2016).
‘Conversations’ between humans, as well as between humans and
devices/machines, will be transformed by AI. By 2018, technology research company
Gartner predicted that 30% of interactions will be conducted through “conversations”
with smart machines (Gartner 2015). Ng, for example, believed that advancement in
voice recognition will alter the way users relate to technology the same way that Apple
revolutionized how users interact with devices through its introduction of touch screen
(Singularity Lectures 2016).
The market for speech-activated smart technology is currently niche, but
poised for growth. Speech-activated devices are set to become an integral part of
consumers’ lives by becoming the technology underpinning smart home systems in the
near future. Industry projections shows that demand for speech-activated
technologies will rise steadily over the next few years, as the market for global speech2 Journal of Public Affairs | 2017
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activated devices is expected to be worth US$7.9 billion by 2024 (Transparency Market
Research 2016).
A U.S. study found that millennials (up to 43% in 2016) were more likely to
engage in interactions with various forms of voice and speech technologies devices on
a daily basis (Hamilton 2016). Furthermore, voice-controlled smart home devices will
account for nearly 30% of Americans’ smart home spending by 2021. While the U.S.
and Europe form the dominant market for speech-activated technology, its adoption is
set to rise in the Asia-Pacific region. The adoption rate for speech-activated devices
will be significantly accelerated by advancements in speech-activated technologies
(Gartner 2016) and the devices’ ability to provide a host of complex user interactions
(e.g. integration with businesses, language and other skills). The growth of speechactivated devices raises important questions regarding behavioural norms which
extend to privacy and other issues for the future. Implications of such close,
personalised interaction with users are manifold.
This paper explores behavioural vulnerabilities that are prone to exploitation in
the adoption of speech-activated personal assistants and considers the implications in
terms of privacy challenges arising from mass adoption of the technology in future. As
an exploratory piece, it considers future possibilities of an emerging form of
technology in terms of scenarios. The first part of the paper will outline what ‘smart’
technology entails and how speech-activated personal assistants fit into the scheme of
intelligent technology. The paper will then examine the impact of speech-activated
home assistants on human emotions. Users relate to voice technology as they would in
any human-to-human social situation, placing trust in the devices. It argues that
anthropomorphism of speech-activated home assistants encompasses factors such as
intonation cues, visual cues, convenience, and sociability. It will follow up by exploring
potential challenges of living among speech-activated technology. Unintentional as
well as deliberate exploitation of behavioural vulnerabilities resulting from user
habituation to speech-activated technology will impact the society on a wider scale.
The paper then concludes by pondering over how both public and private sectors
should respond to a future where intelligent speech-activated home assistant is widely
embedded in the society.
METHODS
This exploratory paper seeks to find out the privacy implications of mass
adoption of speech-activated personal assistants. Being a largely U.S.-based
phenomenon, the devices are rarely found outside the American and European
continents (Nelson 2017). Furthermore, given the fact that speech-activated
technology is an emerging field, its full implications in terms of privacy and security are
currently unclear. Therefore, the scenarios outlined in this paper are exploratory in
nature and seek to describe future possibilities.
This study employs qualitative research methodology. Data related to speechactivated technology was collected from news articles and video-based speeches.
3
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Official company websites and press releases are the primary means by which
technology companies notify the public about their newest products. The views of toptier technology experts can also be widely found in news reporting as well as public
lectures broadcasted via online video-streaming websites. Given the nascent nature of
the topic, news briefs, video broadcasts and online reporting on speech-activated
technology are therefore seen as the most appropriate medium for up-to-date
information on the rapidly changing area of innovation. The analysis of this research is
supplemented by secondary sources such as academic literature, technological
reports, and grey literature.
There is a caveat to this approach. The extrapolation of present developments
to the future will likely prove to be mistaken (Gray and Hovav 2011). Given that
consumer behaviour, organisational practices and policies as well as the technology
itself will alter how people use technology, future directions tend to be difficult to
discover in advance (Gray and Hovav 2011). For instance, the usage of speechactivated devices may not be widely adopted by individuals who hold deep-seated
resistance towards new or emerging technologies. Technological Luddites (those who
oppose the arrival of new and disruptive technology) and late adopters may have
reservations in utilising emerging technologies. Some individuals might not consider
incorporating such devices into their lives at all. Efforts to encourage or facilitate the
adoption of these devices would serve to further reinforce or even intensify resistance
to speech-activated technologies. Thus, news reports and even expert analysis of
presently emerging technology may prove inaccurate in assessment of future trends.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Speech-activated home assistant is a form of smart technology. Smart
technology refers to technology that employs intelligent sensors to infer the state of
its surroundings and is capable of modifying its behaviour to provide for the needs of
their users (Elwood 2008; Zoughbi and Al-Nasrawi 2015). It learns from its experience
to improve subsequent performance and interaction with users (Zoughbi and AlNasrawi 2015). Being ‘smart’ is not only a matter of ability to anticipate user needs,
but also about design, which must fit seamlessly into the lives of users. A smart home,
for example, has the ability to sense the needs of its occupants through inconspicuous
and unobtrusive technological design that is well-integrated within the home design
(Soro et al. 2016). Furthermore, smart technology engenders emotional attachment
from its users: ‘…intelligence is not merely a matter of practicality; it is also a matter of
affection (Taylor et al. 2007).’
ANTHROPOMORPHISM OF SPEECH-ACTIVATED DEVICES: A VULNERABILITY
As speech-activated devices such as Amazon’s Echo and Google Home become
ubiquitous, viewing them as an addition or a member to the family will become an
accepted societal norm. For instance, children may increasingly turn to Echo for
assistance or companionship as they would with a human, thereby engendering a
certain kind of affection for it (Mims 2016). Anthropomorphism humanises these
4 Journal of Public Affairs | 2017
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devices by attributing human characteristics or behaviour to them. Prolonged
interactions allow for more relaxed and natural conversations as humans become
comfortable with voice assistants that embody humanistic traits (Li and Lai 2001). User
reviews have testified to the benefits of having Echo as a companion for individuals,
especially for individuals experiencing issues in their personal relationships such as the
death of a close friend (Amazon 2017a; Duran 2016).
Anthropomorphism is a behavioural trait that leads to the likelihood of speechactivated devices being exploited. It encompasses factors such as (1) Intonation Cues;
(2) Visual Cues; (3) Convenience; and (4) Sociability.
Intonation Cues
Intonation cues increase anthropomorphism of speech-activated devices.
Imbuing voice assistants with the ability to intonate clearly will enable nuanced
expressions that increase trust between a user and the device. Individuals are deeply
affected by the words and the tonality of a speaker. Voice pitch has considerable
influence in human-computer interaction. For example, it has been noted that both
males and females with lower-pitched voices project a more commanding presence
and therefore engender respect (Kloftstad et al. 2016). Voice pitch influences
individuals consciously and subconsciously in everyday decision making, even
impacting political choice – research has found that electoral candidates with lower
voices stood a higher probability in winning elections (Kloftstad et al. 2016). Therefore,
imbuing speech-activated products with intonation cues will increase user affection
towards the devices.
One way in which companies such as Amazon and Microsoft appeal to users’
emotions is through the usage of female voices with moderately low inflections in
their products. A 2011 research showed that feminine voices sound warmer and
welcoming towards both male and female respondents (Mitchell et al. 2011). Amazon
Echo’s voice service, Alexa, was selected after tests that compared several voices with
customers and focus groups (Stern 2017). The companies’ approach appear to work, as
many Amazon Echo and Dot users have begun to refer to Alexa in female terms, calling
it a ‘she’.
Providing appropriate name for speech-activated devices also increases trust
and enjoyment in using the devices. For example, the spoken keywords to activate the
devices make a difference to users’ emotions (Ramakrishnan and EI Emary 2012).
Calling the machine ‘Alexa’, for example, elicits more intimate reaction as compared to
saying ‘Okay, Google’. The latter lacks a personal name and is therefore perceived as
detached (Milanesi 2017). Thus providing appropriate terms of reference to the
speech-activated devices makes a difference in users’ perceptions that influence
interaction and ultimately, trust.
Anthropomorphism is also increased as speech-activated devices learn to speak
in a more natural, human-like manner. Developers can now code more natural verbal
5
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patterns into speech-activated devices. For instance, Amazon upgraded Alexa’s verbal
ability in May 2017, designing it to speak in a natural, human-like manner that sounds
less robotic (Stinson 2017). Alexa is able to pepper her conversations with quirks (also
known as ‘speech-cons’) when speaking (Stinson 2017). Coders are also developing
humorous responses towards common questions in attempts to further ingratiate
these assistants in users’ lives. The ability to harvest data on user sentiment from
voices also improves the performance of speech-activated devices. By evaluating
users’ speech patterns, vocabularies and preferences, Alexa, for example, is able to
become increasingly attuned towards the emotional undertones in various user
requests (Stinson 2017). In time, these devices could detect, infer and react
appropriately to a range of emotions such as annoyance or hesitation from users
(WIRED Staff 2017). Furthermore, speech-activated devices are now able to learn from
previous user interaction. With these developments, speech-activated technology is
increasingly viewed as natural extensions of individuals, thereby increasing
anthropomorphism.
Visual Cues
The design and appearance of speech-activated devices make a difference to
users’ perceptions and are therefore crucial factors that will lead to adoption of these
devices. Research has shown that aesthetics is an aspect that influences humancomputer interaction. A higher rating for the aesthetics of computer device is shown
to lead to an increase in general users’ satisfactions and perceived usability of the
device (Payne et al. 2011). This finding echoes the observation that human beings
generally perceive attractive individuals to be more competent than less attractive
peers and tend to assign positive attributes to them (Guye-Vuillème et al. 1999).
Consequently, the sleek and stylish appearances of devices such as Amazon Echo and
Google Home likely result in perceived high competency and other positive traits that
will result in their adoptions by the users.
Visual cues also result in ease of usage of speech-activated devices. For
example, Amazon Echo’s LED light turns blue when ‘woken up’ by user’ spoken
command, providing visual indication that makes the reactions of speech-activated
devices visible and easily understood by users. Soon, Echo will become visual-based as
well as auditory. Amazon has unveiled plans for a touch-screen Echo device known as
Echo Show, which will display users’ to-do list on a screen (Amazon 2017b; Amazon
2017c). Visual cues therefore increase the mode by which users can interact with
speech-activated devices that will lead to their adoptions.
Convenience
The convenience that speech-activated home assistants provide also engenders
trust in human users, increasing anthropomorphism. The ability to connect to thirdparty applications optimises usability and convenience for users. This gives users more
time on hand and frees up cognitive bandwidth to attend to other priorities in life. It
6 Journal of Public Affairs | 2017
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also reduces the obstacles (or so-called ‘friction costs’) for the adoption of pro-social
decisions (Kahneman 2011; Service 2014; Levithin 2014).
The reduction of ‘cognitive taxation’ in users’ daily tasks meant that speechactivated home assistants become an integral part of their lives (Sullivan 2016). For
instance, the incorporation of Alexa in Ford cars allows drivers to simultaneously
obtain geographical directions and compile grocery shopping lists whilst driving
(Waters 2017). Children are also able to ask these devices a wide variety of
information, making them useful for educational purposes (Rosenwald 2017).
Meanwhile the elderly can receive timely audio reminders for their daily medicine
intake by saying simple phrases such as: ‘Alexa, medicine’ to an Echo device (Perez
2017). These can greatly relieve the cognitive load required on parents and caregivers
when caring for the children and/or the elderly, leading to reliance and trust in the
technology (Busatlic et al. 2017).
Sociability
Speech-activated technologies can empower individuals in various pro-social
initiatives. For example, speech-activated home assistants can be used as digital
counsellors in place of human listening ear. Users have found that such devices
become close confidantes when they feel lonely or sad. For example, a recent widower
found solace in Alexa as it was able to alleviate his loneliness (Paul 2017). Such usage
intensifies emotional affection towards speech-activated devices. An Echo reviewer
explains that Alexa is ‘patient, present, [and] listening’, alleviating the loneliness and
negativity that the reviewer was facing (Amazon 2017a). Another customer review on
Amazon stated that Alexa helped him overcome his sadness by responding to him
when he broke up with his ex-girlfriend (Bowles 2016). The ability of speech-activated
home assistants to assist users in pro-social initiatives will thus contribute towards
trust in the devices.
POTENTIAL CHALLENGES IN THE ERA OF UBIQUITOUS LISTENING
While speech-activated technology enhances quality of life, concerns persist.
As behaviour norms change, there will be consequences, both intended and
unintended. Ramifications result from user habituation to speech-activated
technology. Users of speech-activated home assistants become increasingly
comfortable with them, gradually no longer noticing their presence. A term borrowed
from the fields of psychology and biology, habituation refers to the process whereby
an organism’s body and behaviour stop responding to stimulus in a process of
adaption to its environment (Hagsall 2015; Qiu and Benbasat 2009). The seamless
assimilation of home assistant to the lives of its owner is an aspect that is also actively
encouraged by the technology companies themselves, who advertise the devices as
being a ‘natural' part of the family. For example, the advertisement for Amazon U.K.
showed the device reading bedtime story to the child in the family, suggesting
ingredients for cooking and setting the alarm clock, essentially performing tasks that
make them an integral part of the household.
7
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The placement of voice-interactive devices in the privacy of a home entails
implicit trust on the part of the user. As users are habituated to the presence of voiceactivated home assistants, they believe that the technology will act in its owner’s best
interest, displaying trust in the devices. Human-computer interaction experts argued
that as habituated technological devices become a routine part of people’s lives and
provide pleasurable experiences that enhance their lives, they would become
irreplaceable over time (Soro et al. 2016). Furthermore, researchers from George
Mason University observed that those interacting with technology tend to be
positively inclined towards them in a phenomenon known as automation bias, which
results in greater faith in the ability of the technology and reduction in verificationseeking behaviour on the part of the user (de Visser et al. 2016). For home assistants
like Echo, there is expectation on the part of the user that it will record only what is
favourable to the users within the confines of the homes, for example.
However, the expectation that smart technology will serve only benefits while
minimising any potential risk is an unrealistic one. Consequences from shifting
behaviour norms range from privacy and security challenges to possible aggravation of
existing social issues.
Unintended Consequences
Fears of voice-activated technologies overhearing more than intended may
significantly impact users’ behaviours towards such devices. Instances of accidental
audio recordings feature prominently in the media (Bhattacharya 2017; Bradshaw
2017). For example, a smart thermostat in a user’s home was reset after his Echo
device responded to a radio broadcast (Smith 2016). Unintentional recording raises
concerns over the erosion of privacy in users’ homes, and leads to the belief that no
conversation is ‘safe’ from such devices. The potential for unintentional recordings of
sensitive information such as passwords and personal indiscretions may potentially
reduce trust in these devices (Lewis 2016).
Concern about unintended recordings largely stems from the speech-activated
devices’ built-in microphones, which monitor the environment for voice command to
activate recording (Gray 2016). This is further amplified by audio sensors on these
devices which are capable of hearing voices from across a room. Users may become
self-conscious around these devices and alter their behaviours in conversations to
reduce fears or suspicions of unwanted eavesdropping. There have also been instances
of these devices misinterpreting certain voices as their wake word and performing
unintended tasks. For example, Google Home falsely recognised a voiceover on a
Burger King advertisement as a user query to define a Whopper burger, allowing
opportunists to make a sales pitch for the burger in the process (Kastrenakes 2017).
Intentional Exploitation
Speech-activated technology may be exploited. Home assistants may be
deliberately turned into device for espionage purposes. On 7 March 2017, Wikileaks
8 Journal of Public Affairs | 2017
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revealed the CIA’s global covert hacking program against a wide range of American and
European technological products such as Apple's iPhones, Google’s Android,
Microsoft’s Windows and Samsung TVs, which are turned into covert microphones
(Wikileaks 2017) In ‘fake-off’ mode, the device in fact stays ‘on’, recording
conversations in the room and sending them over the internet to a covert CIA server
(Wikileaks 2017). It is thus conceivable that home assistants like Echo, which already
have microphone built into the devices, will or may in fact have become part of the
arsenal for espionage in future.
Technology companies like Amazon and Google have taken security measures
against the threat of surveillance, encrypting audio that is transferred from user
homes into the companies’ data centres (Moynihan 2016). While the companies may
succeed in assuring consumers of the privacy of their data, given the cat-and-mouse
game of international espionage, it is uncertain how long these measures will go in
ensuring privacy and security. Furthermore, experts have cautioned that it is far more
likely that criminals obtain device passwords and access users’ history logs (Moynihan
2016). Security-related implications of speech-activated devices will thus be an
ongoing challenge in future.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Smart technology invariably poses challenges to user privacy and personal data
(White House 2014). The tendency for companies to beat competitors in meeting
market demands, however, meant that technology is frequently pushed out to the
market quickly while failing to take into account potential risks. Korean technology
giant Samsung, for instance, was compelled to release a statement clarifying that their
smart TVs’ voice recognition system is only activated upon clicking on a remote control
button after the devices were accused of monitoring user conversations (Samsung
Newsroom 2015). While users respond enthusiastically to new technology, they also
need firm assurance that their devices will work for them, not against them. This mindset is behind the murder case involving Amazon Echo, where the U.S. Fourth
Amendment had been invoked to protect the suspect from providing data from the
device to the prosecutors (Buhr 2016). The Fourth Amendment, which is enshrined in
the U.S. constitution, aims to protect individuals’ right to be ‘secure in their persons,
houses, papers, and effects’ against unreasonable intrusions by the US government
(Kim 2017). The late Supreme Court Justice Anthony Scalia pointed out that the Fourth
Amendment “…draws a firm line at the entrance to the house” (Supreme Court of the
United States 2001), highlighting the extent to which the privacy and sanctity of a
home is respected (Jerome 2017). The home is thus a protected entity under
legislation like the Fourth Amendment. However, with the introduction of the third
party doctrine, where information that is shared with outside parties loses its private
status, it becomes increasingly challenging to apply the principle of the sanctity of the
home (Gray 2016). With Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices like speech-activated home
assistants increasingly comprising part of smart homes (Taylor 2007), the challenge is
exacerbated. Certainly the Amazon case was a weak one, given the lawful subpoena
provided by law enforcement and the fact that the suspect’s reasonable expectation of
9
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privacy has been given up to the third-party of Amazon (Gray 2016; Heater 2017).
While some providers of speech-activated devices (e.g. Amazon) enable users to
review and delete device recordings, the third-party doctrine overrides any
confidentiality clause (Jerome 2017). The doctrine also applies in spite of the duration
the recording is held for (Jerome 2017). What is clear from the Amazon Echo case is
that it will not be the last time that the right to user privacy is invoked in future legal
cases involving speech-activated technology.
For practitioners, this meant that legal provision must be made to
accommodate potentially ubiquitous technology. Currently, speech-activated home
assistants do not fall into the purview of existing legislation. For instance, South
Korea’s Act on the Promotion of Information Communication Network Utilisation and
Information Protection (PICNUIA), which requires information service providers to
seek prior consent from users to access personal data (Kwang and Ju 2017), is oriented
towards regulating smartphone. Even in the U.S., where the market for speechactivated home assistant is, the United States Congress has yet to put in place
safeguards and guidelines for speech-activated devices (Stanley 2017). Thus legislative
provision with specific standards outlining when and how governments and
corporations can access data from speech-activated home assistants must be drawn.
For technology companies, the above discussion means that the onus is on them to
adhere to ethics when considering technological design and potential challenges that
will be faced during implementation. There is a need to safeguard consumer privacy
through providing clear visual cues that indicate when the device is recording or
transmitting information, for example (Gray 2016). As an illustration, a ring on the top
of the Echo is designed to turn blue to clearly indicate the process of audio recording
for users (Steele 2016). Research and development should also consider, as far as
possible, vulnerabilities in terms of shifting behavioural norms as a result of usage of
speech-activated technologies. While safeguarding user privacy is an important part of
retaining trust in the technology, other ethical considerations that affect the society as
a whole must be considered: what happens to the data in the event of criminal
exploitation? How should the cooperation with law enforcement and other security
services take shape? The fact that the functions of home assistants are evolving,
becoming phones, for example, and is now able to control other devices (Welch et al.
2017; Wong 2017), meant that other challenges will come to the fore in time. Thus
technology companies must consider ethics when it comes to technological design.
Meanwhile, the future seems set to be an interesting one for speech-activated
technology. The functions of home assistants, for example, are evolving. Google Home
is now becoming phones, for example, and is also able to control other devices (Welch
et al. 2017; Wong 2017). Home assistants like Apple’s newly launched HomePod, for
example, have every potential to become future ‘smart home hub’ (Creighton 2017).
Given the fact that speech-activated home assistants are slowly but surely turning into
part of the Internet-of-Things (IoTs), these devices may in time become part of the
solution for security (Tan 2016). For instance, Scout is a device that connects to
Amazon Echo through a hub and has an array of motion sensors and access detectors
(Amazon 2017d). Users can arm home alarms, call for help, trigger sirens and set pre10 Journal of Public Affairs | 2017
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programmed modes using this device (Wollerton, 2016). As functions of speechactivated technology increase, the prospect of mass adoption is likely to rise as well.
On a wider scale, emotional reliance on smart home assistant may exacerbate
social issues in future. For example, Japanese technology company Vinclu targets its
Gatebox Communication Robot at the country’s single population, which has become
the largest segment of the population at 32.5 percent out of 51.88 million households
in 2015 (Ryall 2016). Gatebox’s holographic home assistant, Azuma Hikari wakes her
‘master’ up every morning, sends him text messages, reminds him to bring umbrella
and ensures that the light and heating are switched on before he reaches home,
fulfilling the company’s aim of being ‘naturally in [their] daily lives’ (Ryall 2016). If
widely adopted, home devices like Gatebox can become such effective companions to
the single population that they see no need for real-life human companion, further
exacerbating the challenges of falling birth rate in the country. Already, debates over
conferring personhood status to ambient technology like robots have begun in Japan
(Robertson 2014) and the European Union (EU) (CNBC 2016). The fact that these
debates exist reveal a potentially troubling future whereby emotional reliance on
intelligent technology replaces trust in other humans. Future policies need to address
the question of whether the companionship brought about by home assistants
ironically lead to increasing isolation and thereby contribute to problems in the
society.
Furthermore, in the future where speech-activated technology becomes
increasingly prevalent, social cleavages may become exacerbated. For example,
ownership of smart home assistants like Echo and Home may in future signal social
status in the same way that being able to employ a butler is an indication of wealth in
some parts of the world today. Also, early adopters of speech-activated devices may
gain distinct advantages over late adopters and those who do not have access to these
devices, such as faster access to knowledge and more efficient time management.
While speech-activated technology presents a myriad of possibilities, it can also
exacerbate social differences between individuals and groups.
However, the question remains as to whether concern for privacy will hamper
the mass adoption of speech-activated technology? For now, despite advances in
speech recognition, most users continue to swipe, tap and click (Cao and Bass 2016),
behaviours which preserve privacy better than voicing command out loud. Research
towards incorporating non-audible inputs, such as gesture recognition for example, is
already ongoing. A study by Juniper Research predicted that by the end of 2016, there
will be roughly 168 million devices including wearables that utilise motion or gesture
tracking (Pierson 2016). Microsoft’s gesture recognition research project allows users
to prod a stuffed rabbit, turn a knob or switch a dial on screen (Linn 2016). These
technological developments all represent competition to possible disruptive effect of
speech-activated technology. Therefore, concern for privacy may ironically prevent
speech-activated technology from becoming ubiquitous in the first place.
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Singapore is vulnerable to terrorist threats.
This reality was reinforced by terrorist attacks
in South East Asia in recent years of. Attacks on
soft targets by self-radicalized “lone-wolves”
add a new dimension as these are difficult to
prevent. Hotels are most vulnerable as they
remain accessible to the general public. The
Singapore Government has involved the
private sector to help counter terror threats.
Private sector companies should therefore
adopt Business Continuity Management (BCM)
systems and train their staff to take on this
role. This paper reviews the current BCM and
training practices of Singapore hotels. The
findings reveal that most hotels have BCM
systems and virtually all security staff and crisis
team members undergo anti-terrorism
training. However, many BCM systems are not
based on industry standards and the majority
of hotel employees are not trained. Computer
simulation games could be a step to address
some of these issues.

INTRODUCTION
The threat of terror attacks affects cities around the world, including Singapore.
The recent Terrorism Threat Assessment Report (Ministry of Home Affairs, 2017)
revealed that the threat is “the highest in recent years” evidenced by attacks in
Indonesia and Malaysia in 2016 and the siege of Marawi City in the Philippines in May
2017. Besides bombing, shooting and commando-style attacks; the threat has evolved
1
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to include attacks by self-radicalized “lone-wolves” using everyday items as weapons,
as demonstrated in the London Bridge attacks in June 2017. Such plots are difficult to
detect and prevent as they can be planned without leaving any obvious traces.
Terrorists have attacked public venues, i.e. “soft targets”, such as airports,
retail malls, entertainment venues, and hotels. It is impossible to fortify every
potential target. Government agencies and private sector security professionals must
therefore strike a balance between protection and accessibility. Hotels, by nature of
the service that they provide, are particularly vulnerable (Harwood, 2009) and have
suffered a series of attacks that include the 2008 Mumbai (India) attacks on the Taj
Mahal Palace Hotel and Trident-Oberoi, the 2009 bomb attacks on the JW Marriott
and Ritz-Carlton Hotels in Jakarta (Indonesia), and the 2015 attack on the Soviva and
Imperial Marhaba hotels in Sousse (Tunisia).
Hotel managers cannot employ common security measures found in office
buildings or industrial properties such as requiring guests to display security passes.
They have to develop effective solutions to address this threat. This is a challenge as
the terrorists can adapt their plans to combat measures implemented to destroy or
hinder them (Gunaratna, 2004). The perpetrators in the Mumbai attacks displayed a
level of planning and sophistication that overwhelmed the capabilities of both
government agencies and private sector security professionals for an extended period
of time. The high death toll and the slow and uncoordinated government response
further strengthened the impact of the attack (Tellis et al, 2009). This sophistication
was again demonstrated by the attackers of the JW Marriott and Ritz-Carlton hotels in
Jakarta. They eluded the security agencies (Onishi, 2009) and penetrated the security
layers in place by checking in as hotel guests and smuggling the bombs through the
hotel’s employee entrance (Stewart, 2016). They also sought to exploit the hotel’s
evacuation procedures by timing a bomb in their hotel room to explode first whilst the
remaining bombs were detonated when people would be evacuated through the lobby
entrances (Barta and Carder, 2009).
In view of these realities, the Singapore Government has involved the private
sector and the community at large 2 in countering the terrorist threat (Ministry of
Home Affairs, 2017). Whilst this makes sense from a public policy perspective, it is
important that private sector companies adopt Business Continuity Management
(BCM) systems and train their staff to take on this expanded role. The purpose of this
study is to examine the current BCM and training practices that Singapore hotels have
adopted to respond to crisis situations - particularly terrorist attacks. The study will
also review the implications on public policies that seek to leverage on private sector
resources in fighting terrorism. The possibility of using Computer simulation games as
a training format for hotel employees will also be explored.

2

The government introduced the SG Secure programme in 2016 to involve the entire population in
Singapore to prevent and deal with a terrorist attack (Lee, 2016).
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BUSINESS CONTINUITY MANAGEMENT (BCM) AND CRISIS MANAGEMENT
Business Continuity Management (BCM) is defined by the Business Continuity
Institute (BCI) as a “holistic management process that identifies potential impacts that
threaten an organization and provides a framework for building resilience and the
capability for an effective response that safeguards the interests of its key
stakeholders, reputation, brand and value creating activities”. A good BCM framework
unifies various disciplines (Smith, 2003) including security, emergency management,
and disaster recovery (Figure 1).
Figure 1: The Scope of BCM – Unifying the Various Disciplines

Source: Adapted from David Smith. "Business continuity and crisis management." Management
Quarterly 44, no. 1 (2003): 27-33.

The BCI also developed a set of principles – two of which are pertinent to
this study. First, BCM and crisis management are integral parts of corporate
governance; and second, the organization must implement and maintain a robust
exercising, rehearsal, and testing programme (Smith 2003).
As in Figure 2 below, companies that adopt a BCM System will follow a few
basic steps as outlined in the Singapore Standard for Societal Security 2013 (that is
applicable to all companies in Singapore). Essential business activities that must
remain uninterrupted during a crisis are identified via a Business Impact Analysis.
Strategies and procedures are then developed and the necessary resources and
training are provided to achieve this continuity.
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Figure 2: Steps in a Business Continuity Management (BCM) Programme

Source: Singapore Standards Societal security – Business Continuity Management systems – Guidance SS
ISO 22313:2013

In the case of hotels, the maintenance of accurate records of in-house guests is
an essential activity. Details such as check-in/check-out dates and the room
assignment for all guests are stored in computer systems both on the hotel premises
and at back-up locations. Hard copies are kept by the Front Desk Department that are
regularly updated, kept in a secure location, and are accessible in the event of a crisis;
e.g. a fire outbreak. Front Desk staff would use these to confirm the identity of guests
gathered at the assembly point after an evacuation.
Staff undergoes regular training exercises, and audits are carried out to test if
they comply with required standards. Adequate training helps prepare staff to manage
crises effectively (McMullan and Baum, 2011). Several training formats are commonly
used as seen in Table 1.
Table 1: Training Formats
Training Format
Guidelines and
Procedures
Classroom
Exercises

4

88

Description
These serve as a repository of information and can be circulated
quickly to other staff via email or through the usual means of staff
communication.
These are used to introduce new procedures to existing staff or to
acquaint new staff with existing practices in a classroom setting. Staff
can apply their knowledge through case studies and clarify their
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doubts via question and answer sessions. These have limited impact
on business operations as they are scheduled in advance and trainees
can arrange for other staff to cover their duties.
These are used to test participants on their responses to crisis
scenarios using existing BCM procedures and plans. Staff form small
groups and discuss questions presented to them by a facilitator in a
workshop format. At the end of the exercise, the facilitator will review
and discuss any deviations from procedures and explore ways to
improve the responses. These exercises require a significant amount
of time from the crisis management team and selected members from
senior management.
These are the costliest in terms of time commitment and disrupt the
company’s normal business operations which are usually suspended
during the exercise. Almost all staff may be involved. These feature
realistic scenarios and require participants to implement procedures
as if an actual crisis was occurring.

Source: Adapted from Kurt J Engemann and Douglas M. Henderson. Business Continuity and Risk
Management: Essentials of Organizational Resilience. Rothstein Publishing, 2011

Computer simulation games (or Serious Games) have been included as part of
the training repertoire (Susi et al., 2007). These are designed and programmed to
simulate emergency scenarios where players learn, practise, and test their knowledge
of crisis management procedures. They can be used to train employees in situations
that are impractical or too costly to conduct; such as the evacuation from an airplane
that has crashed (Chittaro, 2016) or a burning cruise ship (Strohschneider and Jürgen,
2004). Participants who were trained to evacuate an aircraft using Computer
simulation games have shown better results compared to traditional tools, for instance
an Aircraft Safety Card. In addition, participants who were trained using the computer
games demonstrated a greater sense of control of outcomes compared to those who
were not (Chittaro, 2016). Business operations can continue as per normal as staff can
be scheduled for training sessions at appropriate times. Even though the financial cost
to developing and utilising such exercises can be significant as this includes the cost of
design, programming, hosting, and execution of the computer simulation exercises;
ideally, companies should utilise all forms of training formats.
THE SINGAPORE HOTEL INDUSTRY AND THE TERRORIST THREAT
Singapore hotels have dealt with crises such as the collapse of the Hotel New
World in 1986, fires at the East Village Hotel in 2012, and the Broadway Hotel in 2015.
Prior to the 9/11 attacks in New York City, hoteliers focused on crime prevention
within their properties as the terrorism threat was not as pressing as it is now. Two
notable cases include the 1994 incident when two Japanese tourists were attacked in
their hotel room that resulted in one death (Straits Times, 1994) and the “Body parts
Murder” where a tourist from the United Kingdom murdered and dismembered his
roommate (Straits Times, 1995). In response to these incidents, the hotel industry
collaborated with Singapore’s National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC) and the
Singapore Police Force (SPF) to introduce two initiatives in 1996, which are the Hotel
5
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Security Awards (which are still on-going) that are presented to hotels with security
systems that meet requisite standards, and the Hotel Security Charter that set
minimum industry norms for security in hotels (Ho, 1996).
Shortly after the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the Singapore government foiled a
terrorist plot by a regional Islamic militant group Jemaah Islamiyah (JI) that targeted
the embassies of Australia, Israel, the United Kingdom, and the United States. The JI
also targeted companies and locations frequented by nationals from the United States
(Ministry of Home Affairs, 2003). As a result, the Singapore Hotel Association (SHA)3
worked with the NCPC and SPF to develop a Hotel Security Manual in 2003 that
provided guidance to member hotels to cope with the terrorist threat.
Asian hoteliers were reminded of the serious threat that terrorism posed with
the Mumbai attacks in November 2008 and the Jakarta attacks in July 2009. In
response, Singapore hoteliers worked with Singapore’s standardisation authority, and
unveiled the Singapore Standard for Hotel Security SS 545:2009 (2015) in 2009. This
document prescribes best practices in threat assessment, security equipment, training,
and procedures relating to security, emergencies and crisis response. However, the
exact type of training programmes hotels must undertake are not specified in the
Standard.
PUBLIC-PRIVATE COLLABORATION IN COUNTER-TERORISM EFFORTS
At the time of writing this paper, Singapore has been spared from a terrorist
attack. However, the government has repeatedly warned that it is a matter of time
when a successful attack occurs in Singapore (Today, 2016). The government has
provided the necessary resources, networks, and infrastructure to counter terrorist
attacks. In 1999, the National Security Secretariat (NSS) was established within the
Ministry of Defense to strengthen the coordination between Singapore’s security
agencies. In 2004, the NSS was renamed as the National Security Coordination
Secretariat (NSCS) and placed under the auspices of the Prime Minister's Office to
oversee and strengthen coordination across the defense, security, rescue, and
intelligence agencies4.
The NSCS is also responsible for educating the public and has released
publications and videos highlighting the security threats that Singapore faces from
terrorism. It organizes the National Security Conferences together with the Singapore
Business Federation to educate the business community on the latest security trends.
The government has recognised the vital role played by the private sector in
keeping Singapore safe, and released a set of voluntary building guidelines in 2005
3

SHA is the umbrella body for hotels in Singapore with 150 members accounting for more than 90
percent of total gazetted room count in Singapore.
4
National Security Coordinating Structure, NSCS (accessed June 05, 2017).
http://www.nscs.gov.sg/public/content.aspx?sid=23.
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(Building and Construction Authority et al, 2005) that advised developers, designers,
and contractors on a series of practical and cost effective security measures and
building design considerations to better secure their buildings. This was revised into a
set of guidelines (Homefront Security Division, 2010). These guidelines include a
special section for hotels advising hotel owners on issues of deterrence, pro-active
security, perimeter security, access control, the setting up of a security command and
control room, and relevant emergency procedures.
In 2009, private sector participants were included in drills and exercises by
government agencies. Hotels, retail malls, public transport companies, and media
establishments participated in Exercise Northstar VII held in July 2009 that simulated
scenarios like the 2008 Mumbai attacks (Jayakumar, 2009). Several initiatives were
launched to tap on private sector resources. A Corporate First Responder5 Scheme was
launched and the Safety and Security Watch Groups (SSWG) - networks that brought
public and private sector actors together – were formed to enable easy dissemination
of information and advisories when required. The Project Guardian6 Scheme was
introduced to “encourage all commercial companies employing private security
protection services to pledge their support and assist the authorities in the fight
against terrorism” in the areas of evacuation, cordon support, crowd control, traffic
diversion and crisis communications (Singapore Police Force, 2016). Private sector
security professionals are invited to attend training workshops and participate in drills
with the agencies to test their own crisis responses.
These efforts seek to build a business community in Singapore that is ready to
cope with a terrorist attack. This has become even more pressing in recent years when
a planned attack on Marina Bay in 2016 was foiled (Straits Times, 2016) 7 . This
community of ready companies can be achieved when both public and private sectors
are trained effectively to perform their respective roles. The SHA has laid a good
foundation for individual hotels to develop their own training programmes by
prescribing the minimum standards and procedures. However, the programmes vary in
terms of scope, format, and effectiveness due to the differences in company profiles,
objectives and processes.
METHODS
I developed a survey questionnaire for this research that included open-ended
questions, closed-ended questions, and questions employing Likert Scales. This
comprised five main sections that included the profile of the respondent (such as job
5

The Scheme allows identified security personnel from premises affected by a crisis to gain access
within the security cordon to assist relevant agencies in recovery efforts and investigations.
6
The Scheme aims to enable private security staff of the affected properties to take charge during a
crisis situation before the authorities arrive. See https://www.police.gov.sg/resources/preventterrorism/project-guardian for more details.
7
In the investigations that followed, the government revealed that a terrorist plotter had been offered a
job as a cleaner on the resort island of Sentosa.
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title of the respondent, number of staff who are assigned security or crisis
management roles, number of rooms, and the type of hotel concerned i.e. if it is part
of an international chain or an independent hotel). Respondents were asked on the
type of policies they used i.e. BCM, hotel security plans, and the guidelines to enhance
building security; how well these policies integrated with their operational procedures;
and if their policies conformed to the relevant industry standards. Questions on the
type of Management Systems used – e.g. Access Control, Surveillance, Security,
Alarms, Communications, Crisis Information Management, Information Technology,
Emergency and Evacuation – were posed, together with relevant examples to help
them answer the questions accurately.
Respondents were asked to indicate the skills that employees (i.e. security
staff, the crisis management team, First-Aid responders, and generic hotel employees)
needed to possess; the Training programmes they were sent for; the training formats
used (i.e. Classroom sessions, Table-Top Exercises, Drills and Exercises and Computer
simulation games); and their satisfaction with the outcomes. Lastly, they were queried
on their familiarity with Computer simulation games8 as a training format and if they
were interested to use it to train their staff on crisis management procedures.
The survey was targeted at operational and security management members
from Singapore hotels. SHA assisted by sending copies of the online surveys
(developed and hosted on the ‘SurveyMonkey’ website) to their 150 ordinary
members. Copies of the survey were also sent to 42 non-member hotels. Their
contacts were obtained from a comprehensive list that included all Singapore hotels
maintained by the Singapore Tourism Board. Fifty-five responses were received from
39 SHA member hotels, and four from non-member hotels. Thirty-nine completed
surveys were received from the SHA member hotels, while only one completed survey
was received from the non-member hotels. This was excluded from the study as it was
too small to be representative of the group.
FINDINGS
Profile of Companies
Most respondents (62 percent) were from hotels considered “large” i.e. having
at least 300 rooms9 (Table 2). Respondents from medium hotels (from 101 to 299
rooms) formed the next largest group (29 percent). Most of the hotels were part of
hotel chains – of which 71 percent were from international hotel chains whilst 13
percent were part of local hotel chains. 63 percent of the respondents were safety
and security directors/ managers and 24 percent were involved in hotel operations.
8

Respondents were shown a video clip of a computer simulation game by Tribe Studios designed for
Shopping Mall security staff as an example.
9
The classifications of hotel size are found in the Hotels Act (Chapter 127, Section 13) Hotels Licensing
Regulations [20th December 1974]

8
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Table 2: Profile of Respondents
Type of Hotel
Part of a local hotel chain
Part of a regional hotel chain
Part of an international hotel chain
An independent hotel
Total Count:
Number of Rooms
Up to 100 rooms
From 101 rooms to 299 rooms
From 300 rooms and above
Total Count:
Job Description
Safety/Security
Rooms Division
Hotel Operations
Others
Total Count:

Response Percent
12.7%
5.5%
70.9%
10.9%
Response Percent
9.1%
29.1%
61.8%
Response Percent
63.1%
7.8%
23.5%
5.9%

Source: Survey conducted by author from 28 April to 30 May 2017

Response
Count
7
3
39
6
55
Response
Count
5
16
34
55
Response
Count
32
4
12
3
51

The respondents indicated that staff in security roles formed 8 percent of the
total staff strength on average, supplemented by an additional 7 percent of staff from
other departments who were included in the Crisis Management Team. The average
number of staff trained in First Aid was 12 percent which is above the requirement
stipulated under the Workplace Safety and Health (First Aid) Regulations of one ‘First
Aider’ for every 150 employees.
BCM Policies
A majority of respondents (82 percent) acknowledged that they had a BCM
policy in place (Table 3) of which only 44 percent were based on the ISO Standard ISO
22301:2012. A few respondents from large hotels belonging to an international chain
acknowledged that they did not have a BCM in place. Most respondents had a security
plan (96 percent), of which 60 percent were based on the relevant Singapore Standard
SS545:2009 (2015) and almost all the respondents had emergency management plans
(98 percent). However, only 81 percent had conducted a Business Impact Analysis (i.e.
they had identified the essential business activities that must remain uninterrupted
during a crisis) for their hotels. Almost all respondents had their plans integrated with
business operations and enjoyed the support from senior management. Only 52
percent had adopted the suggested guidelines on building security from the Ministry
of Home Affairs.
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Table 3: Types of BCM Policies and Processes Adopted

BCM Policies in Place

Business Continuity Management Plan
Hotel Security Plan
BCM Processes Adopted
Risk Analysis i.e. assess the probability of
threats occurring in the hotel
Business Impact Analysis i.e. assess
potential impacts of threats on the hotel
and its impact on operations
Emergency Management Plan i.e. plan that
defines the detailed steps to respond to
crisis events

Yes

%

22
30

44.0
60.0

Yes but
not
based
on
relevant
standard
19
18

%

No

%

Total

38.0
36.0

9
2

18.0
4.0

50
50

Yes

%

No

%

Unsure

%

Total

43

89.6

2

4.2

3

6.3

48

39

81.3

4

8.3

5

10.4

48

49

98.0

0

0.0

1

2.0

50

Source: Survey conducted by author from 28 April to 30 May 2017

Security Systems
The majority of respondents (more than 90 percent) had the whole suite of
systems in place (Table 4). The two most common systems found (for 98 percent
respondents) were access control systems and communications systems.
Skills and Training
All respondents expected their security staff to utilise Standard Operating
Procedures (SOP), anti-terrorism efforts, security incident management, crowd
control, and security equipment effectively (Table 5). Other skills like crime prevention,
First Aid, emergency procedures, and crisis management registered slightly lower
levels of training but were still implemented by more than 90 percent of respondents.
In terms of expectations in managing a crisis situation, at least 80 percent of
respondents expected Crisis Management team members to have the skills to manage
crises and implement emergency procedures; whilst 91 percent expected First Aid
Responders to be able to render First Aid. Seventy-eight percent of respondents
expected their generic hotel employees to have skills to prevent crime. 70 percent
expected them to implement emergency procedures. A lower percentage (60 percent)
expected them to have skills to implement anti-terrorism efforts.

10
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Table 4: Type of Systems Adopted in Respondent Hotels
Type of Systems
Access Control Systems - may include locks, signage, barriers,
controlled lift access etc.
Surveillance Systems - may include CCTV, roving patrols, regular
patrols, monitors etc.
Security Systems - may include X Ray machines, security
command and control etc.
Alarm Systems - may include duress alarm, cashier counter
alarms, fire alarm etc.
Communications Systems - may include PA system, emergency
phone, signage, notices, independent phone system etc.
Crisis Information Management Systems - may include early
warning systems, emergency notification and dispatch systems,
social media systems etc.
Information Technology Systems - may include property
management systems, IT alternate sites, data centre controls,
data centre recovery etc.
Emergency Systems- may include sprinklers, alarms, detectors
etc.
Evacuation and Shelter Systems - may include emergency escape
routes, save haven rooms etc.

Yes
(%)

No
(%)

Unsure
(%)

98.0

0.0

2.0

96.0

2.0

2.0

81.6

10.2

8.2

94.0

4.0

2.0

98.0

0.0

2.0

91.8

0.0

8.2

91.8

2.0

6.2

96.0

2.0

2.0

94.0

0.0

6.0

Source: Survey conducted by author from 28 April to 30 May 2017

Table 5: Required Skills of Staff
Required Skills
Standard Operating Procedures
Crime Prevention
Anti-Terrorism
Handling Security Incidents
Crowd and Traffic Control
Handling Security and Emergency
Equipment
First Aid Skills
Crisis Management
Emergency Procedures

Full Time
Security
Staff
(%)
100.0
97.6
100.0
100.0
100.0

Crisis
Management Team
(%)
79.1
65.9
75.0
59.5
34.1

100.0
95.3
90.5
95.3

First Aid
Responders
(%)

Generic Hotel
Employees
(%)

74.4
43.9
55.0
26.2
17.1

74.4
78.0
60.0
26.2
22.0

47.6

35.7

7.1

46.5
88.1
81.4

90.7
31.0
74.4

25.6
19.0
69.8

Source: Survey conducted by author from 28 April to 30 May 2017
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Respondents were also asked to indicate the type of training programmes that
staff was sent for (Table 6) and resources provided for their staff to perform their
duties. A review of the Tables 5 and 6 indicate that respondents provided the
necessary training for their security and crisis management staff to acquire the
required skills – including managing terrorist threats.
Training Programmes

Table 6: Training Programmes for Staff

Standard Operating Procedures
Crime Prevention
Anti-Terrorism
Handling Security Incidents
Crowd and Traffic Control
Handling Security and Emergency
Equipment
First Aid Skills
Crisis Management
Emergency Procedures

Full Time
Security
Staff
(%)
97.6
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Crisis
Management Team
(%)
82.9
61.0
74.4
52.5
35.0
51.2

First Aid
Responders
(%)

Generic Hotel
Employees
(%)

78.0
39.0
46.2
22.5
10.0
31.7

73.2
61.0
51.3
17.5
17.5
7.3

93.0
90.2
95.2

46.5
90.2
85.7

90.7
31.7
76.2

27.9
26.8
71.4

Source: Survey conducted by author from 28 April to 30 May 2017

Respondents also indicated the types of training formats used (Table 7). The
most common format utilised was the circulation of guidelines and procedures,
followed by classroom sessions where procedures were discussed and presented to
employees. Table-Top exercises and drills were also found to be widely utilised for
training in crisis management and emergency procedures. Computerised Simulation
Games were rarely utilised for training purposes of any kind.
All respondents were satisfied or very satisfied with the training programmes
that their security staff was sent for. This satisfaction was evidenced by 86 percent of
their crisis management team, 95 percent of their First Aid responders, and 87.5
percent of their generic hotel employees. The respondents were also asked to rank the
training formats that were suitable to train staff for terrorist attacks (Table 8). With
respect to the most suitable format, 54 percent selected Drills and Exercises, 17
percent respondents chose Guidelines and Procedures, and the remaining three
choices i.e. Classroom Sessions, Table-Top Exercises, and Simulation Games each
attracted 10 percent of the responses. At the other end of the scale, 34 percent of
respondents ranked Computer simulation games as the least appropriate for such
training purposes.
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Training Formats

Standard Operating
Procedures
Crime Prevention
Anti-Terrorism
Handling Security
Incidents
Crowd and Traffic
Control
Handling Security
and Emergency
Equipment
First Aid Skills
Crisis Management
Emergency
Procedures

Wee

Table 7: Training Formats Used by Hotels

Wee

Guidelines
and
Procedures
(hard
and/or soft
copy)
(%)
100.0

Classroom
Sessions
(talks,
seminars
etc.)
(%)

Table-Top
Exercises
(%)

Drills and
Exercises
(%)

Simulation
Games
(computer
based)
(%)

71.4

59.5

64.3

7.1

92.3
92.1
100.0

76.9
78.9
67.5

48.7
65.8
47.5

46.2
55.3
45.0

5.1
7.9
2.5

94.6

43.2

35.1

32.4

2.7

94.9

64.1

38.5

56.4

2.6

84.6
95.0
97.6

89.7
77.5
78.0

38.5
82.5
82.9

61.5
55.0
80.5

5.1
7.5
4.9

Source: Survey conducted by author from 28 April to 30 May 2017

Table 8: Most Effective Training Format for Anti-Terrorism Skills
Most
Effective
Training Formats
Guidelines and Procedures (hard
and/or soft copy)
Classroom Sessions (talks, seminars
etc)
Table Top Exercises
Drills and Exercises
Simulation Games (computer based)

Least
Effective

1
(%)
17.1

2
(%)
24.4

3
(%)
17.1

4
(%)
19.5

5
(%)
22.0

9.8

14.6

29.3

26.8

19.5

9.8
53.7
9.8

31.7
9.8
19.5

22.0
12.2
19.5

29.3
7.3
17.1

7.3
17.1
34.1

Source: Survey conducted by author from 28 April to 30 May 2017

Respondents were then asked to view the video clip of a computer simulation
game10 designed for Shopping Mall security staff and surveyed on their awareness of
Computer simulation games as a training option. Forty percent respondents indicated
10

TribeStudios08. Security Training and Simulation System (STSS). March 15, 2016.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A9ppeQTWP8w (accessed June 05, 2017).
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that they were unaware, and only 10 percent had used these games for training
purposes. Eighty-five percent of respondents expressed interest in sending their staff
for Computer Simulation Game training, if it was made available to them.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Singapore hotels are taking the terrorism threat seriously. All respondents
confirmed that their security staff needed to have anti-terrorism skills. While this is an
obvious consideration for security personnel, 75 percent of respondents expected the
same from their crisis management team and 60 percent expected their general hotel
employees to be similarly equipped (Table 5). The respondents demonstrated their
seriousness by ensuring that staff was trained to have these skills; i.e. all respondents
provided anti-terrorism training for their security staff. However, only 51 percent of
generic hotel employees (who make up the majority of hotel employees) received such
training (Table 6). This is of concern as the generic hotel employee would likely be
among the first-line employees to encounter the perpetrators of a terrorist attack and
should be able to respond effectively.
In view of the increasingly important role that private sector’s security
professional play in the fight against terrorism (Khair, 2017), it is important that a set
of common standards in terms of training and operations be widely adopted in the
industry. The findings indicated that 60 percent of respondents had security policies
based on the ISO standard11. BCM policies fared worse at only 44 percent. This
variability on policies between individual hotels can affect the effectiveness of
collaborative efforts between the public and private sector in the event of a crisis. The
government is cognizant of this and has introduced training programmes incorporating
these standards under Project Guardian and other schemes.
Drills and exercises are the best training formats to accomplish this and the
government agencies and hotels have been conducting joint exercises for this reason.
However, each exercise can involve a limited number of hotel participants at any one
point in time. Furthermore, the frequency and duration of such training will be limited
due to the high cost and disruptive nature of such exercises in everyday hotel
functioning.
Computer simulation games can therefore serve as an intermediate format
where staff can learn and practice responses that conform to government standards.
Security and Crisis Management staff can experience scenarios re-enacting actual
attacks in other countries that provide a level of realism whilst keeping disruptions to
normal business operations to a manageable level. These scenarios can be updated
based on available counter-terrorism intelligence from the authorities.

11

The proportion of large hotels (those with more than 300 rooms) fared worse with only 53 percent
reported having security plans based on the ISO Standard.
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The type of training can be programmed on a modular basis. All staff could be
provided with basic anti-terrorism training; e.g. handling of suspicious
packages/articles. In addition, staff from the housekeeping, front desk, food and
beverage, and maintenance departments could sit for customised modules that
simulate scenarios from their unique perspectives. For example, housekeeping staff
could practice their responses (when cleaning hotel rooms used by terrorists) by
recognising tell-tale signs of attack planning; such as the presence of confidential
material, hotel blueprints, and staff schedules (Department of Homeland Security,
2010). Front desk staff could be trained to spot suspicious unattended vehicles, and
security staff could be trained to manage security cordons. A key advantage is that the
staff can be assessed immediately after completing the training. These records can be
made available via online “cloud” to the hotel, and maintained in hotel computer
archives.
Computer simulation games are also scale-able, i.e. the games could be
designed on mobile smartphone platforms that could train large numbers of staff on
their own mobile devices at their own convenience (Chittaro, 2016). However, trainees
will only take their training seriously if the simulations are well-designed. Studies have
shown that participants responded emotionally to games that were realistic (Wyke,
2015) and interactive (Chittaro and Sioni, 2015).
In conclusion, hotels should continue with their existing modes of training, i.e.
guidelines, classroom sessions, and drills; but supplement them with Computer
simulation games as part of a complete suite of training tools for their staff to use.
LIMITATIONS
The Singapore Hotel Association circulated the survey link via email addressed
to the General Managers of member hotels. These were forwarded to the relevant
security and operations managers who then responded to the survey. Whilst the target
respondents answered the survey, it is difficult to verify that their responses reflected
the true nature of the hotel’s situation or were tailored to promote a public impression
that the hotel management desired to promote. The issue of false-positive bias, i.e.
managers granting positive scores for their own programmes is not eliminated in this
survey.
As the survey was an online survey, it is difficult to verify that the respondents
viewed the video case studies as requested. These videos served an important role as
they provide the context for latter questions.
The respondents were full-time staff, wholly involved in the day-to-day
operations of the hotels they were employed at. The respondents were informed that
it would take about 15 minutes to complete the survey. Using the time between the
survey’s initiation and completion date-time stamp, the respondents took longer than
the estimated time to complete the survey – some even lasting for a few days. Whilst
the respondents could complete the survey in stages, i.e. more than one sitting over
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the course of a few days; it is difficult to verify that the surveys were completed by the
same respondent throughout.
These concerns can be verified in follow-up interviews with the respondents
and their General Managers separately, and sighting of training records and other
documentation. In view of the time constraint, this was not completed but will be
implemented in future studies.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
This study is a first step to review the BCM practices of Singapore Hotels from
the perspective of hotel security and operations staff. It attempts to cover as wide a
base as possible. Future studies that probe deeper into the BCM practices of selected
hotels could provide a better cross-sectional perspective of their security and training
programmes to manage terrorist threats.
Studies could be conducted to explore the effectiveness of government
agencies, and to explore the effectiveness of increased public-private training
collaborations. However, such findings would likely remain confidential due to their
sensitive nature.
Lastly, Nanyang Polytechnic (NYP) will explore the development of a Computer
Simulation Game Platform to train employees from interested hotels. Collaborative
efforts with relevant government authorities could be explored to incorporate the
minimum standards expected from the private sector, covering areas within the
training scope of the Project Guardian Scheme. A comparative study on the
effectiveness of the hotels’ training programmes, before and after their participation
in this Computer Simulation Game, will be useful to assess the validity of the
observations made in this study. NYP can also explore virtual reality platforms to
provide a more immersive experience for trainees from the hotel industry in the near
future.
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